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Introduction
• “Logic will get you from A to B. Imagination
will take you everywhere.”
– Albert Einstein

• “Divide each difficulty into as many parts
as is feasible and necessary to resolve it.”
– Sherlock Holmes
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Introduction
• Discrimination testing encompasses a plan
satisfying a number of rules.
• In particular, discrimination rules require
meeting the requirement of IRC §§ 410,
401(a)(4), and 401(a)(26).
– Last requirement only applies to DB plans,
and requires a minimum number, or
percentage, of employees benefit.
– No aggregation for this purpose.
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Introduction
• To pass §410 a plan must meet the
requirements of §410(a) and benefit a
group of employees that satisfies §410(b).
For this purpose, multiple plans may be
– aggregated for testing, and/or
– disaggregated (either on a permissive or
mandatory basis) for testing.
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Introduction
• §410(a) has maximum minimum age and
service requirements that may be imposed
to enter a plan.
– May exclude employees who have not
attained age 21.
– May exclude employees who have not
completed a year of service (two years if
immediate vesting).
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Introduction
• §410(b) requires that a plan either:
– Satisfy the Ratio Percentage Test;
– Satisfy the Average Benefits Test;
– Not benefit any Highly Compensated
Employees (HCEs); or
– The employer has no non-excludable Nonhighly Compensated Employees (NHCEs).
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Introduction
• Non-excludable employees means all
employees except [1.410(b)-6)]:
– Those that fail to meet age & service • BUT, why exclude 20 year old NHC? Can be
VERY helpful in testing –> lose age requirement?

– Non-resident aliens with no US income.
– Employees subject to collective bargaining.
– Terminated employees with ≤ 500 hours.
– Employees of QSLOBs.
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Introduction
• Exclusion of ees failing to meet statutory
age & service requirements.
– Where plan has more liberal eligibility may
exclude these “otherwise excludable”
employees from testing.
• If excluded then don’t need gateway for example.

– BUT, if there are otherwise excludable ees
that are HCEs then either:
• Test otherwise excludables separately, or
• Test without using exclusion.
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Introduction
• Terms with ≤ 500 hours only excludable if
– Plan requires minimum hours and/or EOY
employment to receive benefit/allocation.
– And employee:
• Is eligible to participate in the plan;
• Does not benefit under the plan for the year;
• Fails to receive benefit/allocation solely
because of above requirement(s); and
• Terminates with no more than 500 hours
of service during the year.
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Introduction
– PS plan with no hours or EOY requirement
may NOT exclude from testing terminees
under 501 hours to whom employer could
have but decided not to give an allocation • Termination under 501 hours not SOLE reason
allocation net provided.

– Employee excluded from plan not excludable • Employee not eligible to participate.

– Employee receiving 3% SH not excludable • Employee is benefiting.
• So e.g. they need gateway.
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Introduction
– Exclusion of such terminees from testing is
elective and consistency is only required
within a plan year • So in a given year if you exclude such folks from
testing you must exclude all terminated NHCs and
HCEs under 501 hours.
• But you may, e.g., exclude such folks from testing
in years where it helps testing – i.e. you’re
excluding from testing non-benefiting NHCs – but
not exclude in years when it helps testing – i.e.
you’re including in testing non-benefiting HCEs.
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Introduction
• To satisfy the “Ratio Percentage Test” a Plan
must have a “Coverage Ratio” of at least 70%.
– A Plan’s Coverage Ratio is the NHCE coverage ratio
÷ the HCE coverage ratio.
– The NHCE (HCE) Coverage Ratio is the number of
NHCEs (HCEs) benefiting under the plan ÷ the
number of non-excludable NHCEs (HCEs).
– Note that for this purposes “benefiting” simply
means receiving an allocation (or accruing a
benefit); the amount is not relevant.
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Introduction
• To satisfy the Average Benefits Test for
purposes of 410(b) a Plan must pass both the
average benefit percentage test, and
nondiscriminatory classification test.
– A plan passes the nondiscriminatory classification
test if the plan benefits a classification of
employees that is both reasonable and
nondiscriminatory.
– Few small plans rely on the ABT to pass 410(b).
• Commonly used for 401(a)(4) however
(more later).
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Introduction
• Under IRC §414(q) a HCE is an employee
who:
– during the current or prior plan year was a
more than 5% owner, or
– earned in excess of $115,000 in the prior year
(adjusted for cost of living).
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Introduction
– The employer may elect to restrict the latter
requirement above to only those employees who
earned in excess of $115,000 in the prior year
and were one of the top 20% of highest paid
employees.
• How to round? Regs say in a “reasonable, nondiscriminatory, consistent & uniform manner”
• What about comp. over comp. limit? No guidance

– This is known as the “Top Paid Group” (TPG).
– Same election must apply for all plans of
the employer.
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Introduction
– When counting employees for the TPG, the
following employees may be excluded
• employees who have less than 6 months of service
by the end of the determination year;
• employees who work less than 17½ hours a week;
• employees who work less than 6 months a year;
• employees who are under age 21;
• non-resident aliens; and
• union employees.
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Introduction
• Code §401(a)(4)
– “A trust … shall constitute a qualified trust
under this section –
• (4) if the contributions OR benefits provided
under the plan do not discriminate in favor of
highly compensated employees …”

– The IRS and Treasury have given us 100s of
pages of regulation to explain what Congress
meant by these 18 words.
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Introduction
• In order to satisfy §401(a)(4) a plan must:
– Satisfy §401(k) in the case of a 401(k) plan;
– Satisfy §401(m) in the case of a 401(m) plan;
– Not benefit any HCE;
– Have no non-excludable NHCEs;
– Have a safe harbor allocation formula
(including use of permitted disparity); or
– Satisfy the General Test (“Rate Group Test”).
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Introduction
• For this purpose the plan is determined as
the Plan, after aggregating and
disaggregating, for 410(b).
• Some plans may restructure for purposes of
§401(a)(4) testing.
– Basically be broken into numerous plans that
are tested separately.
– More on this later.
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The Plan
• To determine what you are testing you
start with a “plan.”
• The “plan” is then mandatorily
disaggregated with certain benefits within
that plan and (maybe) permissively
aggregated with other plans of the
employer.
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The Plan
• The following plans (or portions of a plan)
are mandatorily disaggregated (1.410(b)7(c)):
– 401(k) plans must be separated from non401(k) plans.
– 401(m) plans must be separated from non401(m) plans.
– ESOPs must be separated from
non-ESOPs.
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The Plan
• mandatory disagg (cont.):
– Plans covering employees of separate line of
business (SLOB) if such employees treated as
excludable.
– Plans covering union employees must be
separated from plans covering non-union
employees.
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The Plan
• mandatory disagg (cont.):
– If plan disaggregates employees above and
below maximum minimum age and service
requirement for determining who is excludable • those parts of the plan covering employees above
and below maximum minimum age and service
requirement must be treated as separate plans.
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The Plan
• mandatory disagg (cont.):
– If plan covers employees of more than one
employer (remembering that employees within a
controlled group, affiliated service group, etc.
treated as employed by same employer), those
of different employers are separated.
• i.e., multiple employer plans.
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The Plan
• Any plan of the employer which is not
mandatorily disaggregated, and which has
the same plan year (not just the same plan
year end) may be permissively aggregated
(1.410(b)-7(d)). So e.g.,
– Two DC plans may be aggregated for testing.
– Or a DC plan and a DB plan may be aggregated.
– Or two DB plans.
– Etc …
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The Plan
• A special rule for the Average Benefit
Percentage test indicates that, for that
purpose only, the plan being tested must
include all plans that could be permissively
aggregated if (1.410(b)-7(e)):
– The rule for the required disaggregation of
401(k), 401(m) and ESOPs is ignored;
– Requirement for plans to have same plan
year ignored; and
– Ignoring the rule on SLOBs
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Rate Group Testing
• Rate Group Testing requires that a “Rate
Group” be formed for each HCE.
• The rate group includes all HCEs and
NHCEs who
– benefit under the plan, and
– have a Normal (and, if DB plan included in
testing, Most Valuable) EBAR at least as
high as that of the HCE for whom the
Rate Group was formed.
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Rate Group Testing
• Each Rate Group must then satisfy 410(b)
as though it were a plan.
• To pass 410(b) a Rate Group must either:
– pass the Ratio Percentage Test; or
– pass a modified Average Benefits Test.

• A Rate Group passes the Ratio
Percentage Test if its NHCE coverage
ratio is at least 70% of its HCE coverage
ratio.
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Rate Group Testing
• To pass the modified Average Benefits
Test, Rate Group must satisfy – The Nondiscriminatory Classification Test,
– AND
– The Average Benefits Percentage Test.
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Rate Group Testing
• To satisfy the Nondiscriminatory
Classification Test a Rate Group must
have a Coverage Ratio of at least the
midpoint between the Safe and Unsafe
Harbor Percentages.
– A Rate Group’s Coverage Ratio is the NHCE
coverage ratio ÷ the HCE coverage ratio.
– No reasonable classification requirement.
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Rate Group Testing
– Safe harbor percentage is 50%, less .75% for
each whole point by which the “NHCE
concentration percentage” exceeds 60%.
– Unsafe harbor is 40%, less .75% for each
whole point by which the NHCE concentration
exceeds 60%, but not less than 20%.
– NHCE concentration percentage = % of
non-excludable employees who are NHCEs.
– Midpoint never greater than 45%.
• Where concentration 60% or less
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Rate Group Testing
– Example
– Employer has 5 non-excludable NHCs and 1
non-excludable HCE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concentration percentage = 83.33%
Which is 23 whole points above 60%
23 times .75% = 17.25%
Safe harbor % = 50% - 17.25% = 32.75%
Unsafe harbor % = 40% - 17.25% = 22.75%
Midpoint = 27.75%
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Rate Group Testing
• A plan satisfies the average benefit
percentage test (ABPT) if plan’s average
benefit percentage (ABP) is at least 70%.
– The ABP is determined by dividing actual
benefit percentage of NHCEs by actual
benefit percentage of HCEs.
– Actual benefit % of NHCEs/HCEs is avg. of
EBARs for each non-excludable NHCE/HCE.
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Rate Group Testing
– As indicated above, with limited exceptions, all
plans of the employer are taken into account
when calculating employee benefit
percentages for ABPT. The plans taken into
account are referred to as the “Testing Group”.
• So, e.g., elective deferrals and matching
contributions are taken into account in determining
EBARs (for ABPT only, not for EBARs used in
Rate Group Testing).
• Where plan years not same use calendar
year in which all plan years end.
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Rate Group Testing
– EBARs used in the ABPT are determined on
either a contributions or benefits basis,
consistently for all plans in testing group.
• This is effectively the same EBAR that would be
determined for purposes of Rate Group Testing
where all plans are aggregated, with, e.g., the
addition of EBAR related to deferrals & match.
• To extent deferrals and matching contributions
included in calculation of EBARs, permitted
disparity may not be imputed.
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Rate Group Testing
• There is a special rule, for purposes of the average
benefits test only, that allows the EBARs to be
averaged over the current and prior year or the
current and two prior years.
– Assume sole HCE with ABPT EBAR of 10% in 2014,
8.5% in 2013 and 7% in 2012
– The only NHC has EBAR of 6% for each of the 3 years
» i.e. numerator 6% whether or not average used
– Looking at 2014 ABPT is 6 / 10 = 60% and fails
– Averaging 2014 and 2013 is 6 / 9.25 = 64.6% & fails
– Averaging all 3 years -> 6 / 8.5 = 70.5% & passes
– 1.410(b)-5(e)(5)
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EBAR
• As used above, EBAR stands for
– Employee Benefit Allocation Rate if testing on
a contributions basis.
• aka allocation %.

– OR
– Employee Benefit Accrual Rate if testing on a
benefits basis.
• aka - Equivalent Benefit Accrual Rate.
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EBAR
• The basic formula for an EBAR is
– Increase in Benefit ÷
– Testing Service (one if testing using Annual
Method) ÷
– Testing Compensation.
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EBAR
• Testing may also be done on the basis of
dollar amounts vs percentages.
– E.g., all participants that receive an amount of
allocation equal to or greater than that of a
HCE are in the HCE’s Rate Group, irrespective
of comp., when testing on dollar amounts.
– Can be effective way to increase lower paid
HCEs to dollar amount of higher paid NHCEs.
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Increase in Benefit
• The increase in benefit is the increase
during the “Measurement Period”.
– In a defined contribution plan tested on a
contributions basis it is the allocation of
employer contribution plus forfeitures
allocated for the plan year. This does not
include allocations of trust earnings.
• Basically this is the annual additions under §415.
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Increase in Benefit
– In a defined benefit plan tested on an
equivalent allocation (contributions) basis it is
the present value, as of the testing date, of
the increase in the accrued benefit during the
plan year, “Normalized” to “Testing Age”.
Present value is determined using “Standard
Assumptions”.
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Increase in Benefit
– In a DC plan tested on a benefits basis it is
the normalized benefit that is the equivalent of
the increase in the account balance during the
Measurement Period (attributable to employer
contributions and forfeitures), including
earnings on the account. Again normalization
is done using Standard Assumptions.
• If using Annual Method earnings may be ignored.
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Increase in Benefit
– In a DB plan tested on a benefits basis it is
the increase in accrued benefit during the
Measurement Period, normalized to Testing
Age (but only if Testing Age ≠ Normal
Retirement Age), using “Reasonable
Assumptions”. Standard Assumptions are
assumed to be Reasonable Assumptions.
• Where Testing Age and NRA are same, increase
in benefit = increase in accrued benefit.
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Increase in Benefit
– In a combination DB DC the EBAR is the sum
of the DB EBAR and the DC EBAR.
– The EBARs must be determined on a
consistent basis.
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Measurement Period
• The Measurement Period is the period
over which the increase in benefits is
considered. It is generally either the
current plan year (the Annual Method) or
the current plan year and all prior plan
years (the Accrued-to-Date Method).
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Measurement Period
– Must use Annual Method when testing on
contributions basis.
– When using a “Fresh Start” prior plan years
are only years after the Fresh Start Date.
• Fresh start involves dividing account balance (or
accrued benefit if DB plan) into pre- and post-fresh
start date pieces and testing only latter. Pre-Fresh
Start date balance (benefit) , and earnings thereon,
are ignored. Testing Service is then years
benefiting after Fresh Start Date.
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Testing Service
• Recall the basic formula for an EBAR is
– Increase in Benefit ÷
– Testing Service ÷
– Testing Compensation

• When using the Annual Method (i.e.,
Measurement Period is the current plan
year only), Testing Service is one.
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Testing Service
• When using the Accrued-to-Date method,
Testing Service means
– In a DC plan, the number of years in meas.
period the employee benefited under the plan.
– In a DB plan, the years used in the benefit
formula, the years in which the employee is
treated as benefiting under the plan, or any
other reasonable period (e.g., accrual years).
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Testing Compensation
• Two basic definitions of compensation,
– Average Compensation, and
– Plan Year Compensation.

• Where testing on a contribution basis,
must use Plan Year Compensation.
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Testing Compensation
• Where testing on a benefits basis, must
use average compensation.
– However may use Plan Year Compensation if
using Annual Method.
– When using Plan Year Compensation may
limit to period of participation.

• In either case must use §414(s) definition
of Compensation.
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Testing Compensation
• Any §415 definition of Compensation
qualifies as §414(s) Compensation.
• Modifications to 415 compensation for
purposes of 414(s).
– May reduce 415 comp. by elective deferrals.
• Very useful where HCEs well in excess of comp.
limit as reduction reflected before limit applied.
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Testing Compensation
– Where other modifications made,
compensation considered 414(s)
compensation if modifications “reasonable”
and “compensation ratio test” satisfied.
– Modifications reasonable only if applied to
category of comp. consistently to all ees:
• Safe harbors for reasonable include bonuses,
shift differential, overtime, call-in premium.
• May exclude comp over threshold.
– e.g., > $100K
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Testing Compensation
– For “compensation ratio test” compare
average percentage of total comp. included
for NHCEs with that included for HCEs.
– HCE % cannot exceed NHCE % by more than
“de minimis” amount.
• Informally IRS has said within 3% OK.

– §401(a)(17) compensation limit applied after
reduction – i.e., HCE with $305K of comp. and
$50K of excludable bonus = 100%.
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Average NHCE Ratio = 88.10%
Average HCE Ratio = 89.74%
Total
Comp

Bonus

Plan Comp

Ratio

HCE

$190,000

$20,000

$170,000

89.47%

HCE

$150,000

$15,000

$135,000

90.00%

NHC

$ 85,000

$10,000

$ 75,000

88.24%

NHC

$ 75,000

$10,000

$ 65,000

86.67%

NHC

$ 50,000

$ 5,000

$ 45,000

90.00%

NHC

$ 40,000

$ 5,000

$ 35,000

87.50%

• Definition of compensation likely
passes compensation ratio test.
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Average NHCE Ratio = 88.10%
Average HCE Ratio = 95.00%
Total
Comp

Bonus

Plan Comp

Ratio

HCE

$305,000

$50,000

$255,000

100.00%

HCE

$150,000

$15,000

$135,000

90.00%

NHC

$ 85,000

$10,000

$ 75,000

88.24%

NHC

$ 75,000

$10,000

$ 65,000

86.67%

NHC

$ 50,000

$ 5,000

$ 45,000

90.00%

NHC

$ 40,000

$ 5,000

$ 35,000

87.50%

• Definition of compensation likely
fails compensation ratio test.
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Testing Compensation
– There’s a special rule buried in the definition
of “414(s) compensation” in the 401(a)(4)
regs. Under this rule, Permitted Disparity may
not be imputed where compensation used for
testing results in a “significant under-inclusion
of compensation”.
• May occur where classes of comp. excluded even
though otherwise acceptable 414(s) definition.
• Similarly where elective deferrals excluded.
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Testing Compensation
• When using average compensation in
testing, average must be over at least a 3year “averaging period” (or less if less than
3-years of history).
– Averaging period may begin at anytime but
must end in current year.
– Must use highest consecutive 3 (or more)
years during averaging period.
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Testing Compensation
• Avg. compensation often works to improve
benefits-based testing (cross-testing) as
comp. of NHCEs tends to increase for two
reasons – merit and inflation – while comp.
of HCEs (at least those over comp. limit)
increases only with inflation.
• Remember, idea is to increase NHCE
EBARs and decrease HCE EBARs.
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Testing Compensation
• Consider 2009-2011 where the comp limit
did not increase at all.
• Using a 3-year average to test HCE at
compensation limit in 2011 would have left
HCE’s EBAR unchanged.
– i.e., current and 3-year average both = $245k.
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Testing Compensation
• Consider NHCE earning $34,000;
$37,000; $40,000 during the same period.
– Current comp = $40,000.
– 3-year average comp. = $37,000.
– Assume equivalent benefit of $2,000 from PS
allocation (details of how to do this later).
– EBAR = $2,000 / $40,000 = 5.00%.
– EBAR = $2,000 / $37,000 = 5.41%.
• Could be the difference between passing
and failing.
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Testing Compensation
• Can be even more powerful when you
bring in year of hire or other short year.
• Consider same employee had been hired
late-2009 and earned $5,000.
• 3-year average now $27,333.
– EBAR = $2,000 / $40,000 = 5.00%.
– EBAR = $2,000 / $27,333 = 7.32%.
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Testing Compensation
• Important to note that plan may use any
definitely determinable definition of
compensation (even a discriminatory
definition) to allocate contributions or
accrue benefits.
– Simply must use 414(s) definition in testing for
non-discrimination.
• So plan comp. and testing comp. not always same.
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Permitted Disparity
• A plan may increase the EBAR to reflect
the value of Social Security Benefits.
• It is not permissible to impute disparity into
the portion of the benefit attributable to
401(k) contributions, 401(m) contributions,
or 401(k) safe harbor contributions.
• Also, as indicated above, may limit 414(s)
compensation that may be used in testing.
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Gateway Requirements
• In addition to passing the other tests, a
cross-tested DC plan must meet one of
three requirements:
– The plan provides different levels of
allocations, and the participants at each level
would satisfy 410(b) in the same manner as a
Benefit Right or Feature (broadly available).
• You will likely never use this rule.
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Gateway Requirements
– The plan provides allocation levels based on
age and/or service, which meet the
requirements of smoothly increasing.
• This rule is used occasionally (though not by me).

– The plan provides a specified minimum level
of allocation (discussed in following slides).
• Minimum allocation gateway.
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Gateway Requirements
• The intent with smoothly increasing is to basically mimic
the “growth” of an age weighted plan. In order to
accomplish this, the plan first establishes bands. The
bands are based upon age, service or the sum of age
and service. The bands must meet the following
requirements:
– 1. Each band must be the same width (except that 0 service
doesn’t count in the width, and ages of 25 or less may be treated
as 25, or some age below 25).
– 2. The allocation rate for a band may not exceed that of
the prior band by more than 5%.
– 3. The allocation rate for a band may not be more than
double the rate for the prior band.
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Gateway Requirements
– 4. Band rates cannot accelerate, i.e., the ratio of the allocation
rate in a band to that in the prior band cannot be larger than the
ratio of the allocation rate in the prior band to that in the band
before that.
– 5. Imputed disparity may not be taken into account when
determining allocation rates.
– 6. A minimum allocation can be made without it being
considered a violation of above rules if the first band has a rate
of no lower than 1%.
• e.g. where the first band has a minimum of less than 1% a topheavy allocation of 3% that overrides the minimum would result in
the smoothly increasing gateway no longer being satisfied.
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Gateway Requirements
– An example of such a schedule may look like this based on
years of service or on age (since minimum 1% top-heavy OK)
Yrs of
svc

OR
Age

Allocation
rate

Increase

Ratio to
Prior

0-2

0-30

1.00%

3-4

31-35

1.80%

.80%

180%

5-6

36-40

3.24%

1.44%

180%

7-8

41-45

5.83%

2.59%

180%

9-10

46-50

10.00%

4.17%

171%

11-12

51-55

15.00%

5.00%

150%

13-14

56-60

20.00%

5.00%

133%

61+

20.00%

.00%

100%

15 +
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Gateway Requirements
– Note that the rest of the general test must still pass.
• Getting through the smoothly increasing gateway does not
automatically mean the plan passes 401(a)(4).
• i.e., rate group testing must still be satisfied.

– Additionally, it appears that the plan must be subject to a
fixed formula.
• E.g. a money purchase plan;
• A profit sharing plan with a required formula;
• Or maybe a PS formula that says IF a contribution is made it
must be made with these allocations?;
• For these reasons these plans appear to have limited
applicability – unless I’m wrong?
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Gateway Requirements
• The minimum allocation gateway allows
for two distinctly different rules.
– The first is that the lowest allocation rate for
any NHCE is at least 1/3 the highest
allocation rate for any HCE.
– The allocation rate is determined as if the plan
is being tested on an allocation (contribution)
basis without imputed disparity.
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Gateway Requirements
– So the allocation rate is the annual addition
divided by plan year compensation. Plan year
compensation is a 414(s) definition of
compensation, and can be limited to the
period of participation.
– The second rule is that all NHCEs receive an
allocation that is at least 5% of 415(c)
compensation (may be limited to portion
earned while a participant).
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Gateway Requirements
• Again, if using 5% gateway must base
minimum on 415 compensation.
• If using 1/3 gateway minimum based on
same definition used to compute HCE
allocation rates.
• In either case always using Plan Year
(current) comp. and not an average.
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Gateway Requirements
• So if reasonable exclusion/compensation
ratio test used to determine 414(s)
compensation for non-discrimination
testing may base 1/3 gateway on such
compensation but 5% gateway must be
based on full 415 comp.
• In either case may use comp. while part.
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Gateway Requirements
• Example
– HCE 1 $200k comp, $50k bonus, net $150k.
• Comp ratio 75%.

– HCE 2 $200k comp, $150k bonus, net $50k.
• Comp ratio 25%.

– HCE average 50%.
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Gateway Requirements
• Example cont.
– NHCE 1 $40k comp, $20k bonus, net $20k.
• Comp ratio 50%.

– NHCE 2 $40k comp, $20k bonus, net $20k.
• Comp ratio 50%.

– NHCE average 50% (same as HCE).
– Compensation ratio % passed so net
compensation acceptable 414(s) comp.
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Gateway Requirements
• Example cont.
– Consider cross-tested DC plan.
– Assume highest HCE allocation rate 20%.
– Using 5% rule, gateway min. for each NHCE:
• 5% X $40,000 = $2,000.

– Using 1/3 rule, gateway min. for each NHCE:
• 20% / 3 = 6.67%.
• 6.67% X $20,000 = $1,334.

– In other words, sometimes 5% > 6.67%
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Restructuring
• A plan may be restructured into two or
more component plans if:
– The plan passes 410(b) pre-restructuring, and
– Each of the component plans passes 410(b).

• Each component plan is then treated as a
separate plan, benefiting just those in it,
for purposes of satisfying 401(a)(4).
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Restructuring
– The advantage of restructuring is that there is
no requirement for consistency between how
the component plans satisfy 401(a)(4).
• One component plan is tested on a contribution
basis while another is tested on a benefits basis.
• One plan is tested using the Annual Method while
another uses Accrued-to-Date.
• One Plan is tested using Average Compensation
while another uses Plan Year Compensation.
• ETC, ETC, ETC.
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Restructuring
• The group of employees assigned to each
component plan may be determined in any
manner.
• The composition of the groups may
change from year to year.
• Each employee is included in one and only
one component plan for a plan year.
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Restructuring
• Generally, the same rules apply to a
component plan in satisfying 410(b) as
would be applied to any plan.
– Normally need to pass the Ratio Percentage
Test as the assignment of employees into
component plans likely not done in a manner
that would satisfy reasonable classification
piece of the Average Benefits Test.
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Restructuring
– Because of this certain mixes will preclude
restructuring.
– E.g. if there are 2 HCEs and 3 NHCs you
cannot come up with two compenent plans
that will pass 70%.
• i.e., one plan would have coverage ratio of
2/3 ÷ 1/2 = 133 1/3%.
• While other would have coverage ratio of
1/3 ÷ 1/2 = 66 2/3%.
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Restructuring
– It is important to understand restructuring
requires two independent tests – 410(b) and
401(a)(4) - just like regular plan testing.
• As indicated, will need each component plan to
pass 410(b) using Ratio Percentage Test.
– For this purpose those covered are those in the
component plan with any current benefit –
irrespective of amount – i.e., not concerned if at or
above HCE EBAR within component plan – leave
that for 401(a)(4) testing.
– Those not in component plan considered
not covered.
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Restructuring
• 401(a)(4) (Rate Group) testing then performed for
each component plan as if it is a separate plan.
– For this purpose those covered are those both in
the component plan and with EBAR at or above
HCE for whom Rate Group exists.
– Those not in component plan considered not
covered.
– Again, methods used in Rate Group Testing need
not be consistent from one component plan to
another.

• Much more on restructuring later in outline.
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Corrective Amendments
• Post year-end amendments may be made
to “correct” failed 410(b) or 401(a)(4) tests.
Such amendments may either – Increase benefits for existing participants; or
– Create benefits for employees that otherwise
did not benefit under plan.

• Such amendments must meet each of the
following requirements:
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Corrective Amendments
– Benefits may not be reduced.
– The amendment must be made by the 15th
day of the 10th month after the plan year-end.
– The increase in benefits must satisfy
401(a)(4) on a standalone basis.
• Which is automatic if only NHCEs increased.

– The increase must have substance.
• E.g., cannot increase benefit to non-vested
terminated employee.
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Corrective Amendments
– Consider the following:
• Owner, comp $255,000 wants PS of $51,000.
– EBAR on allocation basis = 20%.

•
•
•
•

EE1 – comp $100,000 - wants to give 3% only.
Even if rate group would pass gateway wouldn’t.
Plan has normal 21/1 and above only eligible ees.
Consider EE2, only other employee, comp $3K,
new hire not yet eligible.
• Make above contributions.
• Amend plan within 9 ½ months to bring in EE2.
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Corrective Amendments
• Give EE2 $750 in PS.
• EBAR on allocation basis = $750 / $3,000 = 25%.
• EE2 now in HCE1’s rate group.
– Rate group coverage ratio 50% - greater than
midpoint.
» Recall midpoint never greater than 45%.

• ABPT:
– NHCE avg = (3% + 25%) / 2 = 14%.
– HCE avg = 20%.
– 14% / 20% = 70% ABPT passes.

• Rate group test passed.
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Corrective Amendments
• No gateway needed as not cross-testing.
– So higher paid NHC OK at 3%

• Note that if others would come in under
expanded eligibility must include in testing.
– i.e., cannot bring in one and ignore
others in testing.
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Normalization
• Normalization is the process of converting
a benefit into an actuarially equivalent
straight life annuity commencing at the
employee’s testing age (normally the
normal retirement date under the plan).
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Normalization
• The increase in account balance being
tested is "normalized" by treating it as an
immediately payable single sum.
• This single sum is then converted into a
straight life annuity (SLA) using a standard
interest rate (for projection to TA) and a
SLA factor based on the same or a
different standard interest rate and a
standard mortality table.
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Normalization
• A standard interest rate is any rate
between 7.5% and 8.5%.
• A standard mortality table is any of the
tables listed in the regulations.
– The 1971 Group Annuity Mortality Table for
Males will give you the cheapest rates.
– The 1983 Individual Annuity Mortality Table
for Females will give you the most expensive.
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Good Habits
• For maximum flexibility put each participant in
own class for allocation purposes – i.e., avoid
pre-determined classes.
– Most pre-approved plans now allow this.
– Allows ability to give greater dollars to lower
paid NHCEs that might otherwise be in same
class without increasing all others.
– Or ability to give younger HCEs less dollars
where younger HCEs causing testing issues.
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Good Habits
• Get rid of last day and end of year
requirements to receive allocation.
– Terminated employees are likely lower paid
and not fully vested such that they can often
help pass testing less expensively than
increasing benefits for active employees.
– Unlike in case of corrective amendment,
allocations to non-vested terms
considered in testing.
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Good Habits
• With 3% non-elective safe harbor 401(k) plan
exclude HCEs from receiving SH.
– Gives flexibility to give lower allocations to
HCEs which can help testing.
– Then provide allocations to HCEs via profit
sharing to the extent possible.
• Avoids Jr. blowing up plan along with company.

– Very useful in conjunction with each
participant in his/her own class.
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Case Studies
• Unless otherwise stated all case studies
assume following:
– Testing Age 65.
– Compensation =
• 415 compensation =
• 414(s) compensation =
• Plan Year Compensation.

– 1971 GAM male at 8.5% used for testing.
• 8.5% interest pre retirement also.
• Annual APR at age 65 = 7.9
– Monthly = 94.7986
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Case Study 1
• Consider cross-tested PS plan. 43 yearold owner, compensation of $200,000,
receives allocation of $50,000
• Only other participant age 25, enters plan
mid-year. Full year comp. $40K; comp.
while participant $20K. PS allocation is
TH min. of $1,200 - 3% of full-year comp.
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Case Study 1
• Owner’s EBAR = 19.04%
– $50,000 X (1.085^22) / 7.9 = $38,089
– $38,089 / $200,000 = 19.04%

• EE’s EBAR
– $1,200 X (1.085^40) / 7.9 = $3,970
– $ 3,970 / $40,000 = 9.92%
– Rate Group fails as EBAR < 19.04%
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Case Study 1
• EE’s EBAR using participation comp.
– $1,200 X (1.085^40) / 7.9 = $3,970
– $ 3,970 / $20,000 = 19.94%
– Rate Group passes as EBAR > 19.04%

• EE allocation (TH minimum) based on full
year compensation;
– OK to test based on comp. while participant
– Testing comp. and plan comp. can differ
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Case Study 1
• Gateway may also be tested on comp.
while a participant and therefore passes
– I.e., $1,200 / $20,000 = 6%
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Case Study 2
• Consider cross-tested PS plan. Owner
age 43, comp. of $160,000, receives
allocation of $50,000. Comp. was $245K
for years 2009-2011
• Only other participant age 25, comp. of
$60,000 (hi-3 year average $55,000). PS
allocation $3,000 (5% gateway)
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Case Study 2
• Owner’s EBAR = 23.81%
– $50,000 X (1.085^22) / 7.9 = $38,089
– $38,089 / $160,000 = 23.81%

• EE’s EBAR = 16.54%
– $3,000 X (1.085^40) / 7.9 = $9,924
– $ 9,924 / $60,000 = 16.54%

• Testing on current compensation fails
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Case Study 2
• But testing on average comp. passes
• Owner’s EBAR = 15.55%
– $50,000 X (1.085^22) / 7.9 = $38,089
– $38,089 / $245,000 = 15.55%

• EE’s EBAR = 18.04%
– $3,000 X (1.085^40) / 7.9 = $9,924
– $ 9,924 / $55,000 = 18.04%
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Case Study 3
• Consider PS plan
• Owner
– comp. of $300,000
– defers $17,500

• Only other participant
– comp. $40K
– defers $5K
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Case Study 3
• Testing owner comp. w/o excluding
deferrals = min of $300K or $255K = $255K
• Testing owner comp. excluding deferrals =
min of $282.5K or $255K = $255K
• Testing ee comp. w/o excluding deferrals =
minimum of $40K or $255K = $40K
• Testing ee comp. excluding deferrals =
minimum of $35K or $250K = $35K
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Case Study 3
• Ignoring details it’s clear test results will be
improved as benefit rate for NHCE will go
up when excluding deferrals (as
compensation/denominator goes down)
while that of HCE unchanged
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Case Study 4
• Consider following 2013 data:
• HCE1 (DAD), age 54, comp. $255K (414s
and 415), PS allocation $51,000 (20%)
• NHCE1, age 34, comp. $40K, PS
allocation $2,000 (5%)
• NHCE2, age 54, comp. $60K, PS
allocation $3,000 (5%)
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Case Study 4
Age

Years
To 65

Comp.

Allocation

HCE1

54

11

$255K

$51,000

NHCE1

34

31

40K

NHCE2

54

11

60K

To 65
at 8.5%

SLA
APR

SLA

EBAR

$125,112

7.9

15,837

6.21%

2,000

25,081

7.9

3,175

7.94%

3,000

7,360

7.9

932

1.55%

NHCE concentration 66.67%; i.e., 6 whole points over 60%; So safe harbor % = 50% (.75%*6) = 45.5%; Unsafe harbor % = 40% - (.75%*6) = 35.5%; midpoint = 40.5%
NHCE1 has an EBAR higher than HCE; therefore sole Rate Group has Coverage
Ratio of 50% (1/2 NHCEs ÷ 1/1 HCEs) --> greater than midpoint of 40.5%
ABPT: = [(7.94% + 1.55%) / 2] / 6.21% = 76.4% --> greater than 70%
Rate Group passes 410(b) as both prongs of Average Benefits Test passed
Minimum allocation gateway met as each NHCE has allocation of 5% of
415 compensation
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Case Study 4A
• Now consider following 2014 data, same
except everyone year older, and add:
– HCE2 (Son) , age 25, comp. $40K, PS
allocation $2,000 (5%)

• Begin by cross - testing like 2013
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Case Study 4A
Age

Years
To 65

Comp.

Allocation

HCE1

55

10

$255K

$51,000

HCE2

25

40

40K

NHCE1

35

30

NHCE2

55

10

To 65
at 8.5%

SLA
APR

SLA

$115,310

7.9

14,596

5.72%

2,000

52,266

7.9

6,616

16.54%

40K

2,000

23,117

7.9

2,926

7.32%

60K

3,000

6,783

7.9

859

1.43%

EBAR

HCE2 has EBAR of 16.54%. No NHCE has EBAR at that level. So his Rate Group Coverage
Ratio will be 0% on cross-tested basis, absent changes. NHCE1’s EBAR would need to
more than double to get into HCE2’s Rate Group. With little history we have it’s likely we
can only get there by significantly increasing NHCE1’s allocation.
Note also that ABPT fails (7.32 + 1.43) / (5.72 + 16.54) = 39.28%
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Case Study 4A
• Consider testing on contributions basis
• Ignoring Permitted Disparity we have
– HCE1 (Dad) at 20%
– HCE2 (Son) at 5%
– NHCE1 at 5%
– NHCE2 at 5%
– ABPT = (5 + 5) / (20 + 5) = 40%
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Case Study 4A
• Now Dad is our problem
• I.e., Son’s Rate Group with 5% EBAR
contains father, son and two NHCEs so
has Coverage Ratio of (2/2) / (2/2) = 100%
– Remember, Rate Group includes HCE and
each other employee same or higher EBAR.

• But there are no NHCEs at Dad’s 20%
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Case Study 4A
• But look back at both tests
– In the cross-test case if we could ignore Son’s
Rate Group we would be fine
– In contributions testing if we could ignore Dad
we would be fine

• This is a good example of where
restructuring can save the day
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Case Study 4A
• First look at who is helping where and who
is not. Recall our two sets of EBARs
Cross-test
Cont. basis
– HCE1
– HCE2
– NHCE1
– NHCE2

5.72%
16.54%
7.32%
1.43%

20%
5%
5%
5%
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Case Study 4A
• In the cross-testing case NHCE 1 (with an
EBAR of 7.32%) is in HCE1’s Rate Group
(with an EBAR of 5.72%), whereas
NHCE2 is of no help at all.
• When testing on a contributions basis both
NHCE1 and NHCE2 have the same EBAR
(5%) as HCE2.
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Case Study 4A
• Recall the restructure rules.
– First, we place each employee into one, and
only one, component plan.
– Each component plan must pass 410(b)
standing on its own, treating only those
assigned to the plan as benefiting, and must
then pass 401(a)(4)
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Case Study 4A
• When we assign people to component
plans we look at who’s helping and who’s
not. NHCE2 is of no help to HCE1,
whereas NHCE1 is.
– So component plan 1 will consist of HCE1
and NHCE1
– And component plan 2 of HCE2 and NHCE2
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Case Study 4A
• For purposes of 410(b) each of the
component plans has a Coverage Ratio of
100% (1/2) / (1/2)
– We pass the Ratio Percentage Test so no
need to worry about reasonable classification

• We then test each of the component plans
for 401(a)(4) using any available technique
but considering only those in such plan
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Case Study 4A
• Component plan 1’s participants have the
following EBARs
Cross-test
Cont. basis
– HCE1
5.72%
20%
– NHCE1
7.32%
5%
– Testing on a cross-tested basis HCEs 1’s
Rate Group has a Coverage Ratio of 100%
» (1/2) / (1/2)
» all non-excludable employees
still in denominators
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Case Study 4A
• Component plan 2’s participants have the
following EBARs
Cross-test
Cont. basis
– HCE2
16.54%
5%
– NHCE2
1.43%
5%
– Testing on a contributions basis HCE2’s Rate
Group has a Coverage Ratio of 100%
» (1/2) / (1/2)
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Case Study 4A
• Recall that the Average Benefits
Percentage Test failed (was under 70%)
both on a cross-tested basis and a
contributions basis
• This is not relevant as both Rate Groups
passed the Ratio Percentage Test so
passing the ABPT was not necessary
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Case Study 4A
• So we pass Rate Group Testing
• We also pass through minimum allocation
gateway as each NHCE has allocation of
5% of 415 compensation
• So Dad says “Can we get Son any more?”
• What if we increase Son to $3,000 PS?
– Recall we can test on dollar amount
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Case Study 4B
• With Son at $3,000 our EBARs look as
follows (note additional column)
Cross
Cont
Dollar
– HCE1
5.72%
– HCE2 24.81%
– NHCE1 7.32%
– NHCE2 1.43%

20%
7.5%
5%
5%

$52,000
3,000
2,000
3,000
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Case Study 4B
• We again restructure, with same folks in
the two component plans
• I.e., HCE1 and NHCE1 in plan 1
– Nothing about this component plan changes
• Testing on benefits basis (i.e., cross-tested)
• Coverage Ratio of (1/2) / (1/2) = 100% for both
410(b) and 401(a)(4)
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Case Study 4B
• Component plan 2 however would now fail
401(a)(4) if tested on basis of allocation %
– I.e., HCE2 now has EBAR of 7.5% - no NHCE
at that level so Rate Group Coverage 0%

• However we can instead test component
plan 2 on a dollar basis.
– I.e., HCE2’s Rate Group includes anyone with
an allocation of at least $3,000
» Rate Group Coverage Ratio now
(1/2) / (1/2) = 100%
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Case Study 4C
• Assume NHCE1 is age 40 in 2014 instead
of 35; EBAR now 4.87% (Recall HCE1’s
EBAR is 5.72%)
– $2,000 * (1.085^25) = 15,734
– 15,734 / 7.9 = 1,946
– 1,946 / 40,000 = 4.87%
– Now no NHCE is in HCE1’s Rate Group
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Case Study 4C
• But consider HCE1 / NHCE1 comp. history
as follows
– 2011
– 2012
– 2013
– 2014
• 4-year avg

245,000
250,000
255,000
255,000
251,250

/
/
/
/
/

6,000
36,000
38,000
40,000
30,000
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Case Study 4C
• EBARs (using hi-4 year average comp,
averaging period beginning in 2011)
• HCE1
– $51,000 * (1.085^10) = 115,310
– (115,310 / 7.9) / 251,250 = 5.81%

• NHCE1
– $1,946 / 30,000 = 6.49% (> 5.81%)
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Case Study 4C
• Note 3-year avg would not have worked
• HCE1
– (115,310 / 7.9) / 253,333 = 5.76%

• NHCE1
– $1,946 / 38,000 = 5.12% (< 5.76%)

• So we stretched average to 4 years
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Case Study 4C
• Recall:
– Averaging period may begin at any time and
must end in current plan year
– Average over at least 3-years (using highest
consecutive years in averaging period)
– Must be consistent with all participants in the
plan being tested.
– In our case plan being tested was CP1 so no
need to get this info and use for those in CP2
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Case Study 5
Let’s change the facts a bit, add a few more bodies as well as a 401(k) arrangement.
Following is our new census data (Note ADP test easily satisfied):

Age

Comp.

Elective
deferrals
$17,500

Deferral
%

HCE1

45

$255K

HCE2

22

40K

0

0.00%

NHCE1

35

40K

1,200

3.00%

NHCE2

40

60K

3,000

5.00%

NHCE3

25

30K

0

0.00%

NHCE4

45

60K

9,000

15.00%

HCE
ADP

NHCE
ADP

6.86%
3.43%

5.75%
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Case Study 5
We begin by maximizing HCE1’s PS, minimizing NHCE’s PS at required gateway (rounded),
and giving HCE2 same PS % as NHCEs.
PS %
(EBAR
cont
basis)

Yrs
To
65

Comp.

PS

HCE1

20

$255K

$33,500

13.14%

HCE2

43

40K

1,760

4.4%

NHCE1

30

40K

1,760

NHCE2

25

60K

NHCE3

40

NHCE4

20

401(k)

PS + k

PS @
65@
8.5%

PS + k@
65@
8.5%

$17,500

$51,000

$171,265

$260,714

0

1,760

58,748

58,748

4.4%

1,200

2,960

20,343

34,212

2,640

4.4%

3,000

5,640

20,293

43,353

30K

1,320

4.4%

0

1,320

34,496

34,496

60K

2,640

4.4%

9,000

11,640

13,496

59,504
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Case Study 5
Note passage of ABPT (with deferrals); Note no NHCEs in HCE2 RG on benefit basis
Gateway passed as 4.4% > 13.14% / 3;
Benefits basis EBARs = (amount at 65 ÷ APR) ÷ Compensation
Comp.

PS

PS %

PS @
65@
8.5%

HCE1

$255K

$ 33,500

13.14%

$171,265

$260,714

7.9

8.50%

12.94%

HCE2

40K

1,760

4.4%

58,748

58,748

7.9

18.59%

18.59%

NHCE1

40K

1,760

4.4%

20,343

34,212

7.9

6.44%

10.83%

NHCE2

60K

2,640

4.4%

20,293

43,353

7.9

4.28%

9.15%

NHCE3

30K

1,320

4.4%

34,496

34,496

7.9

14.56%

14.56%

NHCE4

60K

2,640

4.4%

13,496

59,504

7.9

2.85%

12.55%

PS + k@
65@
8.5%

SLA
APR

PS
EBAR

PS+ k
EBAR

Avgs
For
ABPT

15.77%

11.77%

ABPT = 11.77 / 15.77 =
74.65%  PASSES
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Case Study 5
NHCE3 driving testing for HCE1 on cross-tested basis, so NHCE3 needs to be in Component
Plan with HCE1. All NHCEs have same allocation % as HCE2 so any will work in HCE2’s
Plan. So we assign the NHCEs (and HCEs) to the component plans as shown below.
PS %
(EBAR
cont
basis)

PS
EBAR

CP 1
410(b)

HC1
RG

HCE1

13.14%

8.50%

X

X

HCE2

4.4%

18.59%

NHCE1

4.4%

6.44%

NHCE2

4.4%

4.28%

NHCE3

4.4%

14.56%

NHCE4

4.4%

2.85%

CP 2
410(b)

HC2
RG

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Each component plan has 410(b)
coverage ratio of 100% [(2/4) / (1/2)];
HCE1 only HCE in CP1, which covers
HCE1, NHCE1 & NHCE3. On benefits
basis only NHCE3 in HCE1’s Rate
Group; so Coverage Ratio of RG is
(1/4) / (1/2) = 50%, which exceeds
midpoint; HCE2 tested on
Allocation basis and RG has coverage
ratio of 100% = (2/4) / (1/2); ABPT
passed so RG testing passes. As
previously mentioned gateway also
satisfied.
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Case Study 5A
Let’s give HCE1 $2,640 in PS instead of 4.4%
Note FAILURE of ABPT on benefits basis;
Again no NHCEs in HCE2 RG on benefit basis
Gateway still passes as HCE1’s 13.14% still highest HCE allocation %
Comp.

PS

PS %

PS @
65@
8.5%

HCE1

$255K

$ 33,500

13.14%

$171,265

$260,714

7.9

8.50%

12.94%

HCE2

40K

2,640

6.6%

88,122

88,122

7.9

27.89%

27.89%

NHCE1

40K

1,760

4.4%

20,343

34,212

7.9

6.44%

10.83%

NHCE2

60K

2,640

4.4%

20,293

43,353

7.9

4.28%

9.15%

NHCE3

30K

1,320

4.4%

34,496

34,496

7.9

14.56%

14.56%

NHCE4

60K

2,640

4.4%

13,496

59,504

7.9

2.85%

12.55%

PS + k@
65@
8.5%

SLA
APR

PS
EBAR

PS+ k
EBAR

Avgs
For
ABPT

20.41%

11.77%

ABPT = 11.77 / 20.41 =
57.66%  FAILS
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Case Study 5A
But let’s look at ABPT on contribution basis
PS
allocation
%

Deferral
%

PS + k
Allocation
%

13.14%

6.86%

20.00%

2,640

6.6%

0.00%

6.6%

40K

1,760

4.4%

3.00%

7.4%

NHCE2

60K

2,640

4.4%

5.00%

9.4%

NHCE3

30K

1,320

4.4%

0.00%

4.4%

NHCE4

60K

2,640

4.4%

15.00%

19.4%

Comp.

PS

HCE1

$255K

$ 33,500

HCE2

40K

NHCE1

Avgs
For
ABPT

13.30%

10.15%

ABPT = 10.15 / 13.30 =
76.32%  PASSES
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Case Study 5A
NHCE3 still driving testing for HCE1 on cross-tested basis, so NHCE3 must be in Component
Plan with HCE1. NHCE2 and NHCE4 have same allocation DOLLARS as HCE2 so will work
in HCE2’s Plan. So we assign the NHCEs (and HCEs) to the component plans as shown below.
PS
Dollars

PS
EBAR

CP 1
410(b)

HC1
RG

HCE1

$ 33,500

8.50%

X

X

HCE2

2,640

27.89%

NHCE1

1,760

6.44%

NHCE2

2,640

4.28%

NHCE3

1,320

14.56%

NHCE4

2,640

2.85%

CP 2
410(b)
X

X
X
X

X
X

Each component plan has 410(b)
HC2 coverage ratio of 100% [(2/4) / (1/2)];
RG HCE1 only HCE in CP1, which covers
HCE1, NHCE1 & NHCE3. On benefits
basis only NHCE3 in HCE1’s Rate
X
Group; so Coverage Ratio of RG is
(1/4) / (1/2) = 50%, which exceeds
midpoint; HCE2 tested on basis
X
of allocation DOLLARS - RG
has coverage ratio of 100% =
(2/4) / (1/2); ABPT passed so RG
X
testing passes. As previously
mentioned gateway also satisfied.
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Case Study 6
• Consider 2-participant takeover where PS
previously comp to comp
– Owner age 45 only HCE
– EE1 only NHCE, age 42
– Want to give NHCE 5% in ’13 but max HCE
– At first glance not great candidate for crosstesting as only 3-year age difference
– But let’s look at history and consider ATD
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Case Study 6
2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

HCE
comp

$255,000

$250,000

$245,000

$245,000

$245,000

$230,000

HCE
PS

$51,000

$50,000

$49,000

$0

$49,000

$46,000

$32,000

$30,000

$6,400

$6,000

HCE
Acct bal

$245,000

$262,961

NHCE
Comp

$40,000

$38,000

$36,000

NHCE
PS

$2,000

$7,000

$7,200

NHCE
Acct bal

6- year avg

$34,000
$0

$35,000

$31,625
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Case Study 6
• First look at annual method with ave comp
– HCE EBAR = 13.47%
• $51,000 * (1.085 ^ 20) = $260,714
• $260,714 / 7.9 = $33,002
• $33,002 / 245,000 = 13.47%

– NHCE EBAR = 4.72%
• $2,000 * (1.085 ^ 23) = $13,059
• $13,059 / 7.9 = $1,653
• $1,653 / 35,000 = 4.72%
» Obviously this does not pass
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Case Study 6
• Instead look at using accrued-to-date
• Note no allocation in 2010 so testing
service is 5
– i.e., testing service in DC plan is years
receiving an allocation

• Recall EBAR definition
– Inc in Ben ÷ Testing Svc ÷ Testing comp
– Thus far testing on annual basis so = 1
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Case Study 6
– HCE EBAR = 13.89%
• $262,961 * (1.085 ^ 20) = $1,344,967
• $1,344,967 / 7.9 = $170,160
• $170,160 / 5 / 245,000 = 13.89%

– NHCE EBAR = 14.94%
• $31,625 * (1.085 ^ 23) = $206,500
• $206,500 / 7.9 = $26,139
• $26,139 / 5 / 35,000 = 14.94%
» And rate group passes
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Fresh Starts
• A note about Fresh starts
• Often in plans we’ve taken over we don’t have the
information needed to do accrued-to-date testing
• In such cases it may make sense to separately track
account balances from takeover date
• The account balance then is bifurcated between pre and
post takeover, and accrued-to-date testing is performed
on the post takeover piece only – i.e. the piece where
you know how many years an allocation was given
• This is not only time fresh start can be used
– i.e. can always pick a point in time and test fwd
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Permitted Disparity
Below is the formula for imputing permitted disparity where testing on an allocation basis .
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Permitted Disparity
Below is the formula for imputing permitted disparity where testing on a benefits basis.
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Permitted Disparity
•

Note in benefits basis formula “covered compensation”
is substituted for taxable wage base. Covered
compensation is average of TWBs for 35 years through
the individual’s SSRA (presuming current TWB remains
constant).
–

•

IRS annually published Revenue Ruling of covered comps
based on year of birth

Maximum PD factor in benefit calc based on SSRA
and is .65% if SSRA 67; .70% if SSRA is 66; and
.75% if SSRA 65. May use .65% for all.
–

Adjusted where testing age less than 65
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DC plans – Deduction rules
•

Deduction limit for DC plans is 25% of the
compensation of ‘beneficiaries under the
plan’ - IRC 404(a)(3)

•

Old pre-401(k) Revenue Ruling (65-295)
said this does not include comp. of those
that did not receive an allocation due e.g. to
a last day or hours requirement
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DC plans – Deduction rules
•

Until EGTRRA (2001) elective deferrals
were considered employer contributions
when determining deduction limit so it was
clear comp of those that could defer was
included in total

•

Post EGTRRA however deferrals are not
considered employer contributions for such
purpose and Code Section 404(n) says
deferrals shall not impact limit
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DC plans – Deduction rules
•

Since EGTRRA there has been uncertainty with
respect to whether the comp. of those eligible to defer,
but who receive no employer dollars, is includable.

•

My view has been that the language of the statute
requires such comp. not be included. 404(n) states:

•

Elective deferrals … shall not be subject to any limitation
contained in paragraph (3), (7), or (9) of subsection (a) … and
such elective deferrals shall not be taken into account in
applying any such limitation to any other contributions.

•

After long silence on the issue IRS has
now concurred – next slide
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DC plans – Deduction rules
• Private Letter Ruling 201229012
• “… an employee who is treated as benefitting (for 410(b) purposes)
under a section 401(k) plan for a plan year, but who is not eligible
for any employer contributions other than elective deferrals,
would not be considered a beneficiary of the trust for purposes of
section 404(a)(3)(i)(l) since section 404(n) of the Code requires the
limits on deductible contributions to be applied without regard to the
existence or absence of elective deferrals …”
• “… Accordingly, the deductible limit under section 404(a)(3)(A) of the
Code … is determined based on compensation paid or accrued
during the taxable year to all employees who are beneficiaries under
… the Plans during the taxable year… taking into account only those
employees who have allocations other than elective deferrals …”
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DC plans – Deduction rules
• Though a PLR is not a Revenue Ruling &
cannot be relied upon except by taxpayer
requesting it, I believe it is correct and it
does reflect current IRS position.
• Although this may seem like bad news for
standalone DC plans it creates
opportunities for DB DC combos
• More later
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DC plans – Deduction rules
• Multiple plans, IRC 404(a)(3)(A)(iv):
– “If the contributions are made to 2 or more
stock bonus or profit-sharing trusts, such
trusts shall be considered a single trust for
purposes of applying the limitations in this
subparagraph.”
– See PLRs 9635045 and 199909060
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DC plans – Deduction rules
– Example. Company X has 10 union employees. The total
compensation of such employees is $400,000. It has only 2
non-union employees, the owner and her spouse, each of
whom earn $40,000 annually. Under the collective bargaining
agreement company X makes a profit sharing contribution
equal to 10% of compensation for the union employees, for a
total of $40,000. The deduction limit under Code
§404(a)(3)(A)(i)(I) is 25% of $480,000 or $120,000. For 2002
this leaves room for $80,000 to be contributed and deducted
to a profit sharing plan for the owner and her spouse.
– Since there are no other non-union employees, §§401(a)(4)
and 410(b) are not a problem. With the 100% of comp.
§415(c) limit $40,000 can be allocated to each spouse.
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Cash balance plans - Intro
•

What is a Cash Balance Plan?
– DB Plan where benefit defined as theoretical
account balance (TAB)
• As opposed to periodic benefit payment
• TAB paper account only
– Plan assets not actually divided into individual
accounts
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Cash balance plans - Intro
– TAB credited with
• Contribution (pay) credits
– Aka Hypothetical allocations, etc.

• Interest (earnings) credits at rate defined in
plan document
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Cash balance plans - Intro
•

Example
– Plan effective 1/1/13
– Single participant – doctor/owner
– 2013 Compensation $200,000
– 2014 Compensation $250,000
– Contribution (pay) credit 50% of comp.
• $100,000 for 2013; $125,000 for 2014

– Interest crediting rate 5%
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Cash balance plans - Intro
•

Example (cont)
–

TAB Balance 1/1/13

$

-

–

2013 contribution credit

100,000

–

Balance 12/31/13 (1/1/14)

100,000

–

2014 interest credit (5% of $100K)

–

2014 contribution credit

125,000

–

TAB Balance 12/31/14

$230,000

5,000

•

Actual plan assets may or may not = ∑ TABs

•

Employee statement would look something like above
–

i.e., very similar to statement from DC plan
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Cash balance plans - Intro
•

Why cash balance v traditional DB?
–

Provides more “meaningful” (understandable)
benefit to employee visa vi traditional DB plan
•

–

Recall previous example – statement looked like
statement from profit sharing plan; Compare to
statement from traditional DB plan where statement
tells participant of some benefit payable periodically
(e.g. monthly) sometime in future.

Age neutral contributions for non-owners
•

Older employees cost more in traditional DB
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Cash balance plans - Intro
–

Divides costs and benefits easily among multiple
principals
•

Principal’s benefit = account balance

•

Principal’s cost = funding of account balance

•

Staff costs easily assignable by employee

•

Not true with traditional DB plan as varying ages
will generate different lump sums
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Cash balance plans - Intro
–

Avoid lump sum swings due to interest rate shifts
•

LS = TAB if crediting rate = market rate [IRC
§411(a)(13)(A)]

•

Prior example where TAB $230K at 12/31/14

•

Assume participant age 55, NRA 62

•

Actuarial equivalence 2013 applicable table; 5%

•

Interest crediting rate 5%

•

Accrued benefit = TAB * (1+i)^(NRA-AA) / APR
–

$230,000 * 1.05^7 / 156.045 = $2,073.97
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Cash balance plans - Intro
–

Avoid LS swings due to interest rate shifts (cont)
•

Ignoring future pay credits, balance (lump sum) year
later (12/31/2015) is $230,000 * 1.05 = $241,500

•

Compare traditional DB where accrued benefit =
$2,073.97

•

Assume segment rates all 5% in 2014 and 4% in
2015
–

2014 LS = $230,000, but 2015 LS = $281,569

–

$2,073.97 * 171.784 / 1.04^6
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Cash balance plans - Intro
•

Must provide for full vesting after 3-years
–

•

IRC §411(a)(13)(B)

Int. credit rate may not exceed “market rate”
–

•

IRC §411(b)(5)(B)(i)(I)

Upon distribution, amount payable not less
than cumulative pay credits
–

i.e., cumulative net interest credits not negative

–

Known as “preservation of capital” rule

–

IRC §411(b)(5)(B)(i)(II)
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Cash balance plans - Intro
•

How is cash balance plan a DB plan?

•

The law defines a DC plan as
–

•

“a plan which provides for an individual account for
each participant and for benefits based solely on the
amount contributed to the participant's account, and
any income, expenses, gains and losses”

And a DB plan as
–

“any plan which is not a defined contribution plan.”

–

Interest credit in cash balance guaranteed
so not DC plan.
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Cash balance plans – 415 Limits
•

Maximum benefit payable to any individual
lesser of
– 100% of average compensation
• Reduced for years of service less than 10

– Dollar limit ($210,000 for years ending in 2014)
• Reduced for years of participation less than 10
• Reduced if commenced before age 62
• Increased if commenced post age 65

– Payable as straight life annuity (SLA)
– Adjusted if paid other than as SLA
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Cash balance plans – 415 Limits
•

Sample DB contributions:
– Age 40

$ 85,000

– Age 45

110,000

– Age 50

140,000

– Age 55

180,000

– Age 60

235,000

– These amounts sustainable for ~ 10 years
– Assumes adequate compensation to support
maximum dollar benefit
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Cash balance plans –
Allowable interest crediting rates
•

As indicated earlier, interest crediting rate may
not exceed “market rate”

•

Final and proposed regs came out in October
of 2010

•

More final and proposed regs came out in
September of 2014
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Cash balance plans –
Allowable interest crediting rates
– Acceptable rates per final 2014 Regs
•

Corporate yield: Any of the 3 segment
rates used for
–

Funding (24-month average), or

–

§417(e) (one-month average)

•

Treasury yields + margins (From Notice
96-8)

•

Cost-of-living indices + up to 300 bps
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Cash balance plans –
Allowable interest crediting rates
– Acceptable rates per final 2014 Regs
•

Fixed rate not to exceed 6% (increased in
2014 regs; was 5% in 2010 prop. regs)

•

Rate of return on RIC (Registered
Investment Company - aka mutual fund)

•

Actual Rate of Return (ROR) on Plan
Assets

•

Reg. §1.411(b)(5)-1(d)
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Cash balance plans –
Allowable interest crediting rates
•

Rate of return on RIC (Registered
Investment Company - aka mutual fund)
–

Includes positive and negative returns
•

–

But subject to preservation of capital rule

“reasonably expected to be not significantly
more volatile than
•

the broad US equities market or

•

a similarly broad international equities
market”
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Cash balance plans –
Allowable interest crediting rates
–

Examples of Acceptable RIC Returns
•

Vanguard S&P 500

•

Broad-based small-cap (Russell 2000)

•

Broad-based international equities

–

Examples of Unacceptable RIC Returns
•

Industry sector (semiconductors)

•

Single Country (except US)

•

Leveraged to amplify return

•

Significant derivatives to amplify return
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Cash balance plans –
Allowable interest crediting rates
•

Actual Rate of Return (ROR) on Plan Assets
–

Includes positive and negative returns
•

–

But subject to preservation of capital rule

Plan assets must be “diversified so as to
minimize the volatility of returns”
•

Standard met if ERISA §404(a)(1)(C) met
–

“by diversifying the investments of the plan so
as to minimize the risk of large losses, unless
under the circumstances it is clearly prudent
not to do so.”
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Cash balance plans –
Allowable interest crediting rates
•

Minimum Rates
–

“Yield rates”
•

segment rates up to 4% annual minimum

•

96-8 rates up to 5% annual minimum
–

–

increased in 2014 regs from 4% in 2010 regs

Actual ROR or RIC
•

Up to 3% cumulative annual minimum
–

applied at annuity starting date

–

similar to Preservation of Capital rule
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Cash balance plans –
Allowable interest crediting rates
•

Document must be specific

•

Therefore document needs to specify
–

How to determine interest crediting rate

–

How frequently interest credited
•

At least annually (all of our cases)

–

Treatment of interest on distributed amounts

–

Factors used to convert TAB to life annuity
(i.e., to determine accrued benefit)
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Cash balance plans –
Allowable interest crediting rates
•

What rate should you use?

•

Investment consultants want lower interest
credits, so they don’t “miss” their benchmark
–

Frees investments from pressure to meet high target
in adverse economic environment

–

If investment return < crediting rate, may need
additional funding – but most goes to principals

–

Note the lower the interest rate the more
expensive it is to pass 401(a)(26)
•

Will demonstrate later when discussing a26
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Cash balance plans –
Pre-approved Documents
•

In Announcement 2014-4 the IRS extended
submission deadline for PPA restatement of preapproved DBPs.
–

The Announcement provided that this is because
the IRS intends to expand pre-approved program to
plans with “certain cash balance features.”

–

Currently all cash balance plans are considered
Individually Designed Plans (IDPs).

–

Begs the question as to what features will &
will not be allowed in pre-approved plans.
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Cash balance plans –
Pre-approved Documents
•

Announcement provides that current sponsors of
cash balance plans (which are IDPs by definition)
may complete Form 8905 (Certification of Intent to
Adopt a Pre-approved Plan) before end of applicable
individually designed on-cycle deadline (1/31/15 for
Cycle D) and don’t need to restate until deadline for
pre-approved documents (projected as 4/30/2019).

•

What happens if upon restatement plan does not
meet the specs required for pre-approval and
therefore adopts an IDP?
–

Look at Rev Proc 2007-44
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Cash balance plans –
Pre-approved Documents
•

19.03 Temporary Eligibility for Six-Year Cycle
–

An employer who adopts an individually designed plan …
is entitled to remain in the six-year remedial amendment
cycle only for the current remedial amendment cycle.
This temporary eligibility for the six-year cycle applies if:

–

(1) the employer is an intended adopter (as described in
section 17.04) and after timely executing the Form 8905,
the employer decides to adopt an individually designed
plan whose underlying plan document is not based on a
pre-approved plan
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Cash balance plans –
Pre-approved Documents
•

17.04 An employer is an intended adopter if:
–

(1) the employer currently maintains a qualified
individually designed plan and

–

(2) such employer and a sponsor or practitioner who
maintains an existing pre-approved plan …execute Form
8905 … before the end of the employer’s five-year
remedial amendment cycle …

•

IRS Employee Plan News Issue 2014-4 March 19,
2014 added FAQs
–

http://www.irs.gov/Retirement-Plans/FAQs-onWithdrawing-Cycle-C-Applications
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Cash balance plans –
Pre-approved Documents
•

1. May a plan sponsor who signs a Form 8905
under Announcement 2014-4 intending to adopt a
pre-approved cash balance plan subsequently
adopt an individually designed plan without losing
reliance?
–

Yes, a plan sponsor who originally intended to adopt a preapproved cash balance plan may later adopt an individually
designed cash balance plan as long as the plan
sponsor adopts the individually designed plan within the twoyear window for pre-approved defined benefit plans, which will
be announced in future guidance (see Revenue Procedure
2007-44, Section 19.03(1)).
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Cash balance plans –
Funding
•

Target Normal cost [IRC 430(b)]
– “… the present value of all benefits that have
accrued or have been earned (or that are
expected to accrue or be earned) under the
plan during the plan year”

•

Funding Target [IRC 430(d)(1)]
– “…the present value of all benefits …
accrued or earned under the plan as of the
first day of the plan year…”
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Cash balance plans –
Funding
•

Where Assets less than Funding Target
–

•

Where Assets greater than Funding Target
–

•

MRC = TNC less such excess
• IRC §430(a)(2)

Year 1 if no prior service credit MRC = TNC
–

•

Minimum Required Contribution (MRC) = ∑
• Target Normal Cost (TNC)
• Amortization charges (waiver and/or shortfall)
• IRC §430(a)(1)

The case with most cash balance plans

FT and TNC are current value of some future
distribution (see following screens)
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Cash balance plans –
Funding
•

Reg. §1.430(d)-1(f)(5)(i)
“In the case of an applicable defined benefit plan … the
amount of … distribution is determined by projecting the
future interest credits … using actuarial assumptions that
satisfy the requirements of paragraph (f)(3) ... Thus, if a
plan provides for a single-sum distribution equal to the
balance of a participant’s hypothetical account … the
amount of that future distribution is equal to the projected
account balance at the expected date of payment
determined using actuarial assumptions that satisfy the
requirements of paragraph (f)(3) …”
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Cash balance plans –
Funding
•

Reg. §1.430(d)-1(f)(3)
“Other assumptions. In the case of actuarial

assumptions other than those specified in sections
430(h)(2), 430(h)(3), and 430(i), each of those
actuarial assumptions must be reasonable (taking
into account the experience of the plan and
reasonable expectations). In addition, the …
assumptions … must, in combination, offer the
plan’s enrolled actuary’s best estimate of anticipated
experience under the plan based on information
determined as of the valuation date…”
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Cash balance plans –
Funding
•

So cash balance plans funded by projecting forward to expected
payment date using interest crediting rate and discounting back
using three “segment” rates – published monthly by IRS

•
•
•
•
•

S1, S2, S3 are “segment rates” for applicable month
S1 - Payments expected to be made within 5 years
S2 - Payments expected to be made during following 15 years
S3 - Payments expected to be made thereafter
Applicable month is month that includes valuation date unless
otherwise elected (below)
May elect to use one of 4 months preceding val date

•
–

e.g., for 12/31/2014 valuation could use August, September, October,
November or December 2014 rates
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Cash balance plans –
Funding
• So …
• First need to determine expected payment date
– E.g., Normal Retirement Age

• Then need assumption for future interest credit
– Fixed rate – life is simple
– Variable rates – not so simple, again reg says• “actuary’s best estimate of anticipated experience
… as of the valuation date …”
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Cash balance plans –
Funding
• Crediting rate lower than Segment rate – year 1
–
–
–
–
–

Assume crediting rate 5%; S1 - 4.99%; S2 – 6.32%
Sole participant 13 years from assumed distribution
Pay credit $100,000
FV = 100,000 * 1.05^13 = 188,565
TNC = 188,565 / 1.0632^13 = $85,009
• = MRC year 1 (adjusted for interest from payment date to val
date)
• i.e., required amount not the $100K owed to employee
• Section 404 will allow deduction for full $100K
– more later
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Cash balance plans –
Funding
• Crediting rate higher than Segment rate – year 1
–
–
–
–
–

Assume crediting rate 5.5% with same segment rates
Sole participant 4 years from assumed distribution
Pay credit $100,000
FV = 100,000 * 1.055^4 = 123,882
TNC = 123,882 / 1.0499^4 = $101,957
•

Actual funding requirement (plus interest if after val date)

•

i.e., can have MRC in excess of amount needed to
fully fund ‘real’ liabilities

•

Can be difficult conversation with client that
planned on/already funded $100K
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Cash balance plans –
Funding
• What to do?
– Use lower crediting rates when designing plans
where close to NRA
– If reasonable assume later distribution to get into S2
for discount
•

i.e. when payment is to be made is an actuarial assumption

– Use part of year 2 contribution to meet year 1 MRC
•

i.e., goal is often to fund pay credits - live with fact
that you may need to ‘pre-fund’ some pay credits
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Cash balance plans –
Funding
• Impact on funding restrictions – hi 25/AFTAP;
– Regs provide for limits on lump sums where funding not 110%

• EXAMPLE:
– Account balances total $500,000 as do assets
– All participants 10 years from distribution except one with balance
of $50,000 (an HCE who wants money now)
– Assume interest credit fixed 4%, S2 = 5%
– FT = $450,000 * (1.04^10) ÷ (1.05^10) + $50,000 = 458,934
– AFTAP = 500,000 ÷ 458,934 = 108.95%
– After distribution Assets / FT = 450,000 ÷ 408,934 = 110.04%
• Greater than 110% so distribution may be made

• Higher crediting rate would have prevented distribution
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Cash balance plans –
Funding
• What if interest crediting rate is actual ROR?
– Or ROR on equity based RIC ?

• What is a reasonable projection of future interest credits?
Remember the 430 reg – “… actuary’s best estimate of anticipated experience …”
– So projection of variable rate subject to ACTUARY’S judgment
affects FT & TNC
• And therefore when people can get paid

– For years we used 30-year (or other) Treas rate
• Common practice to assume current rate for projection
• Where actual (or RIC) ROR is 12% one year, negative
4% another year, etc. simply using current ROR for
projection not reasonable
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Cash balance plans –
Deductions
• Maximum deduction for Defined benefit plans
greater of:
– IRC §430 MRC [§404(o)(1)(B)]
– IRC §404(o)(2) amount [§404(o)(1)(A)]

• IRC §404(o)(2) amount = ∑
–
–
–
–

Funding target,
Target normal cost, and
Cushion amount, over
Actuarial value assets
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Cash balance plans –
Deductions
• Cushion amount [IRC §404(o)(3)] ∑
– 50% of funding target, plus
– Increase in funding target where future
compensation increases considered
• Comp. limit and 415 benefit limit taken into account
– but PBGC plan may ignore comp. limit
• N/A for accumulation plans such as CB plans
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Cash balance plans –
Deductions
• Two recent statutes changed interest rates
used for funding
– MAP 21
– HATFA

• As a result of such legislation segment
rates for funding increased significantly
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Cash balance plans –
Deductions
• E.g. with HATFA, rates for August 2014 were:
– S1 - 4.99%; S2 - 6.32%: S3 - 6.99%
– W/O HATFA 1.15%; 4.06%; 5.14%
– Latter referred to as “unadjusted” rates

• In determining deduction limits FT and TNC
are recalculated using unadjusted rates
• So let’s revisit our numbers from above
where MRC was $85,009 when pay
credit was $100,000
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Cash balance plans –
Deductions
– Recall facts :
• Interest crediting rate 5%; Pay credit $100,000
• Sole participant 13 years from assumed distribution

– But S2 for deduction purposes is 4.06%
• vs 6.32% for funding

– FV = 100,000 * 1.05^13 = 188,565
– TNC = 188,565 / 1.0406^13 = $112,401
• With no assets or FT this is “404(o)(2) amount”

– “Funding range for year 1 therefore:
• Minimum of $85,009
• Maximum of $112,401
• So full $100,000 can be deposited/deducted
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Cash balance plans –
Deductions
• Plans NOT at-risk, 404(o)(2) amount not less
than:
– FT, “as if plan at risk”; plus
– TNC, “as if plan at risk”; less
– Actuarial value of assets

• “At risk” rules generally only apply to large (over
500 life) plans that are less than 80% funded
– Funding rules require faster funding for such plans

• Above deduction rule allow use of these rules
to possibly increase maximum deduction
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Cash balance plans –
Deductions
• Where 404(o)(2) amount using unadjusted rates
doesn’t create large enough deduction, most
cash balance plans should be able to use this
rule to get deduction for full contribution in year 1
• At risk rules
– FT & TNC calculated in same manner as above
but with additional assumptions (following slide), &
• Load of $700 per participant added to FT
• Load of 4% of Non-at risk amt added to FT & TNC
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Cash balance plans –
Deductions
– Additional assumptions for at risk
• All employees eligible to commence distribution
within 10 years assumed to retire at earliest
retirement date (ERD) and commence (most
valuable form of) distribution at ERD
• ERD is earliest date participant may receive fully
vested distribution (Reg. §1.401(a)-20 QA 17(b))
– Not before end of current year

• IRC §430(i)(1)(B)(i)
• Reg §§1.430(i)-1(c)(3)(ii)(C) /
1.430(i)-1(d)(2)(i)
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Cash balance plans –
Deductions
– From example above assume full vesting end
of year 3 (i.e., 2 years from EOY valuation
date)

• Recall must be 100% vested by year 3 in CB plan
• This becomes “earliest retirement date” and is date
used to determine “at risk” TNC and FT

– But interest credit rate is 3% (instead of 5%)
• Recall S1 and S2 for deduction purposes are
1.15% and 4.06% respectively
• And recall participant 13 years from
assumed date of distribution
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Cash balance plans –
Deductions
– TNC using unadjusted rates = $87,537
• 100,000 * (1.03^13) = $146,853
• $146,853 / (1.0406^13) = $87,537
• Recall this is TNC for maximum deduction
purposes absent at-risk rules
• i.e., not enough to get $100,000 deduction

– But with at-risk assumptions TNC = $103,691
•
•
•
•

$100,000 * (1.03 ^ 2) = $106,090
$106,090 / (1.0115^2) = $103,691
This become maximum deduction
Loads ignored
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Cash balance plans –
Deductions (Combined plans)
• IRC Section §404(a)(7)

– Applies where employer maintains both DB
and DC plan and at least one person benefits
under both plans
– Deductible limit to combined plans greater of:
• 25% of compensation or
• Deposits to DB plan to extent of greater of
minimum-funding amount or funding shortfall
(last you will here of this rarely used rule)
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Cash balance plans –
Deductions (Combined plans)
– Limit does not apply to extent employer contributions
to DC plan do not exceed 6% of compensation (of DC
plan ‘beneficiaries’)
• Where DC contributions exceed 6% of comp. only DC
contributions above 6% considered in 25% limit
– Effectively translates to 31% limit
– Though only comp. of those receiving employer DC
contributions considered in determining ignored 6%

• 25% limit does not apply if DC 6% or less of total comp.
– i.e. may deduct 6% DC plus DB maximum
– Again in determining 6% only comp of those
receiving DC allocation considered
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Cash balance plans –
Deductions (Combined plans)
– Limit also does not apply to PBGC covered Plans
• IRC §404(a)(7)(C)(iv)

– DB Plans exempt from PBGC coverage
• Plans of professional group if plan never covered more
than 25 active participants
– Physicians, dentists, D.O.s, O.D.s, lawyers, CPAs, P.E.s,
architects, actuaries, others where license requires
“advance study”
» Not APAs, QPAs, RIAs, real estate prof, etc.

– ERISA Title IV §§ 4021(b)(13), 4021(c)(2)
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Cash balance plans –
Deductions (Combined plans)
– Plans exempt from PBGC coverage (cont)
• Plans covering only “substantial” owners
– A “substantial owner” is an individual who (at any
time during the prior 60-months) owns:
» the entire interest in a sole proprietorship
» more than 10% of either a capital or profits interest in
a partnership, or
» more than 10% in value of either the voting or all
stock of a corporation

– ERISA Title IV §§ 4021(b)(9), 4021(d)
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Cash balance plans –
Deductions (Combined plans)
– Attribution rules of IRC §§ 1563 and 414(c) apply in
determining ownership
– Under IRC §1563(e) “An individual shall be considered
as owning stock owned … by … his children who have
not attained the age of 21 years, and, if the individual has
not attained the age of 21 years, the stock owned … by
… his parents”
– Children not deemed to own the stock of their parents via
above rules are not “substantial owners” and therefore
could cause coverage
– 60-month rule basically requires child to be
age 26 for this rule to cause coverage
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Cash Bal. / 401(k) Combination
Compensation

Age

$ 260,000

60

260,000

44

NHCE 1

30,000

30

NHCE 2

30,000

46

NHCE 3

30,000

60

NHCE 4

30,000

60

NHCE 5

30,000

44

NHCE 6

30,000

31

HCE 1 – Owner
HCE 2 – non owner

Total

$ 700,000
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Cash Bal. / 401(k) Combo –
Ex. 1 DC over 6% of comp.
• Examples 1 and 2 presume DB non- PBGC
• Components of Design – DC plan
– 3% non-elective safe harbor 401(k)/PS
• Maximize Owner
• 3% total to non-owner HCE
• Additional 4% PS to NHCEs (7% with SH)

– HCEs defer max, NHCEs do not defer
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Cash Bal. / 401(k) Combo –
Ex. 1 DC over 6% of comp.
• Components of Design – DC plan
– For PS allocation each participant in own group
for flexibility & gateway requirements
• No last day or hour requirement for PS allocation
– Combo designs generally require loss of requirements such
as 1,000 hours and last day for PS allocation
– Gateway must go to any NHCE receiving allocation of
employer DC or accrual in DB (more later)

• 5% TH in PSP
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Cash Bal. / 401(k) Combo –
Ex. 1 DC over 6% of comp.
• Components of Design – DB plan
– Cash balance plan with pay credits as follows:
• Owner - 60% of compensation (exclude non-owner HCE)
• NHCEs – 2.5% of compensation

– Interest crediting rate = 5% (same for all examples)
– Plan AE = 5%, 2014 417(e) table (same for all)
– QJSA = 50% J&S
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Cash Bal. / 401(k) Combo –
Ex. 1 DC over 6% of comp.
• Components of Design – DB plan
– NRA later age 65 / 5th anniv. participation (same for all)
• Should be same as DC
– Though fine if DC earlier

– Require 1,000 hours to receive pay credit
• May not have an EOY requirement in a DB plan
– Would violate DOL requirement that year of service with
1,000 or more hours cannot be ignored for benefit accrual
– DOL Reg §§2530.204-1; 2530.204-2
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Cash Bal. / 401(k) Combo –
Ex. 1 DC over 6% of comp.
PS/SH
HCE 1

Cash
Balance

$ 34,500 $156,000

Total
Employer

401(k)

$ 190,500 $ 23,000

$ 213,500

HCE 2

7,800

-0-

7,800

NHCE 1

2,100

750

2,850

2,850

NHCE 2

2,100

750

2,850

2,850

NHCE 3

2,100

750

2,850

2,850

NHCE 4

2,100

750

2,850

2,850

NHCE 5

2,100

750

2,850

2,850

NHCE 6

2,100

750

2,850

2,850

Total

$ 54,900 $160,500

17,500

Total

$215,400 $ 40,500

25,300

$ 255,900
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Cash Bal. / 401(k) Combo –
Ex. 1 DC over 6% of comp.
• Observations

– Owner $213,500; NHCs $17,100

• Other HCE likely pays for his/her allocations via
employment agreement
• Ignoring other HCE over 92% of dollars to owner

– Employer total ($215,400) less than 31% of
compensation
• $700,000 * 31% = $217,000
• So combined plan deduction limit met
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Cash Bal. / 401(k) Combo –
Ex. 2 DC NOT over 6% of comp.
• Components of Design – DC plan

– 3% non-elective safe harbor 401(k)/PS
• $21,600 total to Owner
• 3% total to non-owner HCE
• 4% PS to NHCEs (7% with SH)

• Components of Design – DB plan

– Cash balance plan with contribution credits as follows:
• Owner - 77% of compensation (exclude non-owner HCE)
• NHCEs – 2.5% of compensation
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Cash Bal. / 401(k) Combo –
Ex. 2 DC NOT over 6% of comp.
PS/SH
HCE 1

Cash
Balance

$ 21,600 $200,200

Total
Employer

401(k)

$ 221,800 $ 23,000

$ 244,800

HCE 2

7,800

-0-

7,800

NHCE 1

2,100

750

2,850

2,850

NHCE 2

2,100

750

2,850

2,850

NHCE 3

2,100

750

2,850

2,850

NHCE 4

2,100

750

2,850

2,850

NHCE 5

2,100

750

2,850

2,850

NHCE 6

2,100

750

2,850

2,850

Total

$ 42,000 $204,700

17,500

Total

$246,700 $ 40,500

25,300

$ 287,200
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Cash Bal. / 401(k) Combo –
Ex. 2 DC NOT over 6% of comp.
• Observations

– Owner $244,800; NHCs $17,100

• Other HCE likely pays for his/her allocations via
employment agreement
• Ignoring other HCE over 93% of dollars to owner
– Employer DC not in excess of 6% of comp:
•
•
•
•

6% * $700,000 = $42,000
Employer DC = $42,000
25%/31% limit therefore not applicable
Important that HCEs receive employer $$s in
DC to use comp. in applying 6% limit
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Cash Bal. / 401(k) Combo –
Ex. 3 DBP PBGC covered
• Components of Design – DC plan

– 3% non-elective safe harbor 401(k)/PS
• Maximize Owner
• 3% total to non-owner HCE
• 4% PS to NHCEs (7% with SH)

• Components of Design – DB plan

– Cash balance plan with contribution credits as follows:
• Owner - 77% of compensation (exclude non-owner HCE)
• NHCEs – 2.5% of compensation
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Cash Bal. / 401(k) Combo –
Ex. 3 DBP PBGC covered
PS/SH
HCE 1

Cash
Balance

$ 34,500 $200,200

Total
Employer

401(k)

$ 234,700 $ 23,000

$ 257,700

HCE 2

7,800

-0-

7,800

NHCE 1

2,100

750

2,850

2,850

NHCE 2

2,100

750

2,850

2,850

NHCE 3

2,100

750

2,850

2,850

NHCE 4

2,100

750

2,850

2,850

NHCE 5

2,100

750

2,850

2,850

NHCE 6

2,100

750

2,850

2,850

Total

$ 54,900 $204,700

17,500

Total

$259,600 $ 40,500

25,300

$ 300,100
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Cash Bal. / 401(k) Combo –
Ex. 3 DBP PBGC covered
• Observations

– Owner $257,700; NHCs $17,100

• Other HCE likely pays for his/her allocations via
employment agreement
• Ignoring other HCE over 93% of dollars to owner

– Assumes not Dr/Professional as under 25 active
participants
• ERISA §4021(b)(13)
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Cash Balance/401(k) Combo
Discrimination testing
• Items to note
– Testing plans as single plan
• Employer allocations under DC plan and benefits under DB
plan treated as though provided under single plan

– Combined plan tested on a benefits basis
– Contribution and interest credits under cash balance
plan and employer allocations under PSP converted
to benefits payable at future (testing) age
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Cash Balance/401(k) Combo
Discrimination testing
– Must also satisfy “DB/DC” provisions under
§401(a)(4) regulations. Must show that the
combined plan either
• Is primarily defined benefit in character
• Consists of broadly available separate plans, or
• Satisfies a minimum allocation gateway

– Above designs satisfy minimum allocation
gateway (details later)
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Cash Balance/401(k) Combo
Discrimination testing
– We will show test results of Ex 3
– Testing performed using Annual Method
– Since it’s a DB plan the cash balance plan,
standing on own, must provide “meaningful
benefits” to lesser of 50 employees or 40% of
nonexcludable employees
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Cash Balance/401(k) Combo
Discrimination testing
•
•

Recall each Rate Group must satisfy
coverage rules under Code §410(b)
Separate rate group exists for each HCE

–

consists of such HCE and all other
participants (both HCEs and NHCEs) with
aggregate normal accrual rate greater than
or equal to such HCE's aggregate normal
accrual rate and aggregate most valuable
accrual rate greater than or equal to HCE's
aggregate most valuable accrual rate
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Cash Balance/401(k) Combo
Discrimination testing
– Rate groups must either have coverage ratio of 70%; or
– Coverage ratio of “mid-point” and pass avg. ben. % test

• Total of 8 non-excludable employees, including 6 NHCEs,
for an NHCE concentration percentage of 6/8 or 75%: 15
whole percentage points over 60%
• Safe harbor percent is 38.75% (50% - .75% * 15)
• Unsafe harbor percent is 28.75% (40% - .75% * 15)
• Rate group satisfies nondiscriminatory classification test
portion of average benefits test if ratio percentage is
greater than or equal to 33.75% (midpoint between
38.75% and 28.75%)
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Determination of Accrual Rates
• Determination of accrual rates for HCE 1
• Recall data :
– Compensation
– Age
– Cash balance contrib. credit
– Profit sharing allocation
(including safe harbor)
– 401(k) deferral
(catch-up ignored for testing)

$260,000
60
200,200
34,500
17,500
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Determination of Accrual Rates
• Aggregate Normal Accrual Rate
– Cash balance plan
• Assumptions:

– Testing compensation = plan compensation
– Testing age = NRA (since uniform NRA of 65/5)

• Normal accrual rate determined by dividing
increase in accrued benefit by testing
compensation
– Where NRA not same as Testing age
“normalize” from NRA to TA
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Determination of Accrual Rates
• In a cash balance plan the accrued benefit is
the actuarial equivalent of the TAB as a
straight life annuity at NRA
• And the increase in accrued benefit is the
actuarial equivalent of the current pay credit
as a straight life annuity at NRA
• Determined by projecting the TAB / pay credit
to NRA at current interest crediting rate and
dividing by APR based on plan’s actuarial
equivalence factors
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Determination of Accrual Rates
• HCE 1 contribution credit of $200,200
– Increase from age 60 to age 65 at interest
crediting rate of 5% = 255,512
– APR using plan rates (age 65, 2014 417(e)
table and 5%) = 145.529
– Accrued benefit = 255,512 / 145.529 =
1,755.74 (monthly)
– Normal accrual rate = 1,755.74 X 12 /
260,000 = 8.10%
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Determination of Accrual Rates
• HCE 1 PS allocation of $34,500
– Increase from age 60 to age 65 at 8.5% =
$51,876
– Divide by APR (using 1971 GAM male, 8.5%
age 65 = 94.7986 -> monthly)
– Equivalent benefit = 51,876 / 94.7986 =
547.22
– Equivalent benefit accrual rate (EBAR) =
547.22 X 12 / 260,000 = 2.53%
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Determination of Accrual Rates
• HCE 1
– Normal Accrual rate
from Cash balance plan
– EBAR from PS plan
– Aggregate normal
accrual rate

8.10%
2.53%
10.63%
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Determination of Accrual Rates
• Most Valuable Accrual Rate (MVAR)
– Determined by calculating “normalized” QJSA
associated with accrued benefit potentially
payable in current and each future plan year and
selecting largest
– Convert accrued benefit increase to QJSA
payable at each age from current to Testing Age
– Each QJSA “normalized” by converting to
equivalent life annuity commencing at TA
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Determination of Accrual Rates
JS APR
Plan

JS
Pay

JS APR
Testing

Accum
factor

SLA
APR

Norm
Benef

Accrual
Rate

Age

Proj Val

60

200,200 174.117 1,149.80 114.226

1.504 94.7986 2,083.22

9.61

61

210,210 170.977 1,229.46 112.330

1.386 94.7986 2,018.96

9.32

62

220,721

167.753 1,315.75 110.358

1.277 94.7986 1,956.43

9.03

63

231,757 164.441 1,409.36 108.310

1.177 94.7986 1,895.60

8.75

64

243,344 161.058 1,510.91 106.185

1.085 94.7986 1,836.24

8.47

65

255,512

1.000 94.7986 1,778.56

8.21

157.588 1,621.39 103.988
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Determination of Accrual Rates
• Notes for above table
– Projected value at each age represents current value
($200,200) adjusted for interest at the interest
crediting rate (5%) to each age
– “JS pay” is QJSA payable under plan at such age,
based on projected value and plan’s interest rate and
mortality table (5%, 2014 417(e) table)
– “JS APR testing” determined using 1971 GAM and
8.5% (testing rates)
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Determination of Accrual Rates
– Accumulation factor is compounding effect of 8.5%
from age at which the potential QJSA is payable to
age 65 (testing age)
– Normalized benefit = result of
JS Pay X JS APR testing X Accum factor
SLA APR at testing age (testing rates)

– Accrual rate at each age = normalized benefit
divided by testing compensation ($260,000)
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Determination of Accrual Rates
– Where interest crediting rate (5%) < testing rate
(8.5%) MVAR will always be at current age
– Summary of MVAR:
– $200,200 / 174.117 = $1,149.80
– This is immediately payable J&S under plan from current pay credit

– $1,149.80 * 114.226 *(1.085^5) / 94.7986 = $2,083.22
– This is the above J&S “normalized” – i.e. converted to equivalent
straight life annuity payable at testing age with such conversion
performed using a standard interest rate and standard mortality table.

– $2,083.22 * 12 / $260,000 = 9.61%
– This is the “Most Valuable Accrual Rate” for the DB plan
– Compare to Normal Accrual Rate of 8.10%
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Determination of Accrual Rates
• No separate determination of MVAR for the
profit sharing contributions
• Instead, “aggregate” MVAR is sum of EBAR
attributable to profit sharing contributions and
MVAR from cash balance plan
• HCE 1’s aggregate MVAR is therefore
12.14% (9.61% - the MVAR from the cash
balance plan, plus 2.53% - the EBAR from
the profit sharing contribution)
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Determination of Accrual Rates
EBAR
PSP

Normal
Accrual Aggregate MVAR Aggregate
rate DBP
NAR
DBP
MVAR

HCE 1

2.53

8.10

10.63

9.61

12.14

HCE 2

2.11

-0-

2.11

-0-

2.11

NHCE 1 15.40

1.14

16.54

3.45

18.85

NHCE 2

4.17

.52

4.69

.96

5.13

NHCE 3

1.33

.26

1.59

.31

1.64

NHCE 4

1.33

.26

1.59

.31

1.64

NHCE 5

4.91

.58

5.49

1.12

6.03

NHCE 6 14.19

1.09

15.28

3.18

17.37
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General Test Results
Aggregate Aggregate
NAR
MVAR
HCE 1

10.63

12.14

HCE 2

2.11

2.11

NHCE 1

16.54

18.85

NHCE 2

4.69

5.13

NHCE 3

1.59

1.64

NHCE 4

1.59

1.64

NHCE 5

5.49

6.03

NHCE 6

15.28

17.37

HCE 1
Rate Group

HCE 2
Rate Group

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

NHCE Coverage Ratio 2/6 = 33.33%

Y
4/6 = 66.67%

HCE Coverage Ratio 1/2 = 50.00% 2/2 = 100.00%
Rate Group Coverage ratio

66.67%

66.67%
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General Test Results
• Recall each rate group must pass Code
Section 410(b) (coverage) either by
– having a coverage ratio of at least 70%
– or by passing the average benefits test

• Each rate group coverage ratio under 70%
– But greater than midpoint of 33.75%
– So for RG to pass 410(b) must also pass
average benefits percentage test
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General Test Results - ABPT
Aggregate
NAR
NAR
Deferrals

Total
NAR

HCE 1

10.63

1.28

11.91

HCE 2

2.11

4.73

6.84

NHCE 1

16.54

-0-

16.54

NHCE 2

4.70

-0-

4.70

NHCE 3

1.59

-0-

1.59

NHCE 4

1.59

-0-

1.59

NHCE 5

5.49

-0-

5.49

NHCE 6

15.28

-0-

15.28

HCE
Avg.

NHCE
Avg.

9.37

“NAR deferrals” represents EBAR related
to deferrals; relevant for ABPT only
ABP

7.53
80.37
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General Test Results
• Average benefits percentage test passed
– i.e. greater than 70%

• Each rate group passes §410(b)
– Coverage > midpoint
– ABPT passed

• Combined plan therefore passes Rate
Group Testing
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Special Rule for DB/DC Combinations
• To pass nondiscrimination in amounts test
must also satisfy one of following :
– primarily defined benefit in character
– broadly available separate plans, or
– minimum allocation gateway
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Special Rule for DB/DC Combinations
– Primarily defined benefit in character

• DB/DC combination primarily DB in character
where the normal accrual rate (NAR)
attributable to benefits provided under the DB
plan(s) exceeds the equivalent benefit accrual
rate (EBAR) attributable to contributions under
the DC plan(s) for more than 50% of NHCEs
• In above design EBAR from DC plan is greater
than NAR from DB plan for each NHCE – so
combined plan not primarily DB in character
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Special Rule for DB/DC Combinations
– Broadly available separate plans
• DB/DC plan consists of broadly available separate
plans if the DC plan and the DB plan, tested
separately, would each pass
– Coverage under Section 410(b), and
– The nondiscrimination in amount requirement of
Treas. Reg. §1.401(a)(4)-1(b)(2)(i)
– Given free pass on average ben. % test

• In above design cash balance plan alone will
obviously not pass the second condition
– Have never seen this used and have
no idea when it could be
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Special Rule for DB/DC Combinations
– Minimum aggregate allocation gateway
passed if each NHCE has an “aggregate
normal allocation rate” (ANAR) as follows:
• If the highest ANAR of any HCE does not
exceed 25% of compensation, each NHCE
must have an ANAR of the lesser of (i) one
third (1/3) of the ANAR of the HCE with the
highest such rate, or, (ii) 5%
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Special Rule for DB/DC Combinations
• If the highest HCE ANAR exceeds 25% of
compensation, the ANAR for each NHCE must
be at least 5% increased by one percentage
point for each 5% (or portion thereof) by which
the HCE rate exceeds 25%. For example,
NHCE minimum is 6% where highest HCE rate
exceeds 25% but not 30%, and 7% where the
highest HCE rate exceeds 30% but not 35%
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Special Rule for DB/DC Combinations
• In any event, deemed to satisfy the gateway if
the ANAR for each NHCE is at least 7.5% of
§415(c)(3) compensation (may use
compensation while a participant)
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Special Rule for DB/DC Combinations
• Which NHCEs must get gateway ?
• Treas. Reg. §1.401(a)(4)-9(b)(2)(v)(D) states
that each “NHCE” must receive the applicable
minimum
• Treas. Reg. §1.401(a)(4)-12 defines a NHCE
as “an employee who is not a HCE” (emphasis
added)
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Special Rule for DB/DC Combinations
• Reg. §1.401(a)(4)-12 defines “employee” as :

With respect to a plan for a given plan year,
employee means an employee (within the
meaning of section 1.410(b)-9) who benefits
as an employee under the plan for the plan year
(within the meaning of section 1.410(b)-3).
(emphasis added)

• Therefore, each NHCE who receives any DC
allocations or any increase in accrued benefit
under DB plan must receive gateway
• Where there is 3% non-elective safe harbor
all non-excludable NHCEs getting safe harbor
must get gateway
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Special Rule for DB/DC Combinations
• A participant’s aggregate normal allocation rate
(ANAR) is the sum of his “allocation rate” and his
“equivalent normal allocation rate”
• Allocation rate and equivalent normal allocation
rate are determined under Treas. Reg.
§§1.401(a)(4)-2(c)(2) and 1.401(a)(4)-8(c)(2),
respectively
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Special Rule for DB/DC Combinations
• A participant’s allocation rate is the sum of
the employer contributions and forfeitures
allocated to his/her account under the
employer’s DC plan(s), expressed as a
percentage of plan year compensation
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Special Rule for DB/DC Combinations
• A participant’s equivalent normal allocation rate
is the “actuarial present value” of the increase in
the participant’s accrued benefit under the
employer’s DB plan(s), expressed as a
percentage of plan year compensation
• The actuarial present value of the increase in
the participant’s accrued benefit is determined
using a standard interest rate and a standard
mortality table
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Special Rule for DB/DC Combinations
• HCE 1 DC allocation rate:
– 34,500/260,000 = 13.27%
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Special Rule for DB/DC Combinations
• HCE 1 equivalent normal allocation rate:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Increase in accrued benefit (from above)
Age 65 APR (71 GAM 8.5%)
Value of benefit at TA
PV age (60) at 8.5%
Compensation
Eq. normal allocation rate

$ 1,756
94.7986
166,442
110,691
260,000
42.57%

• Not based on contribution credit of $200,800
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Special Rule for DB/DC Combinations
• ANAR for HCE 1:

– HCE 1 DC allocation rate
– Eq. normal allocation rate
– ANAR

13.27%
42.57%
55.84%

• Gateway lesser of
– 12% of 414(s) comp. or
– 7.5% of 415 comp.
– Comps same in our case so gateway = 7.5%
– Each NHCE above receiving PS allocation of 7%;
need additional .5% from DB
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Special Rule for DB/DC Combinations
• In determining ANARs, may treat each
NHCE who benefits under the DB plan as
having an equivalent normal allocation
rate equal to average equivalent normal
allocation rate for all NHCEs benefiting
under DB plan
• Math will show that average NHCE .92%

– So each NHCE ANAR = 7% + .92% = 7.92%
– I.e., each over 7.5% so gateway passed
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Section 401(a)(26)
• DB plan must also pass the minimum participation
rules of Code Section 401(a)(26) standing on its
own
• Must provide “meaningful benefits” to lesser of 50
employees or 40 percent of the non-excludable
employees (regardless of whether the benefiting
participants are HCEs or NHCEs)
– Where only two non-excludable employees both must
receive meaningful benefits

• Regulations provide no bright line test to determine
if benefits being provided are meaningful
• Instead say based on “facts and circumstances”
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Section 401(a)(26)
• In a document entitled “MEMORANDUM FOR
MANAGER, EP DETERMINATIONS QUALITY
ASSURANCE” issued in June of 2002, the Service
implied that a current benefit accrual of .5% of
compensation is meaningful
• Consistent with “Alert Guidelines No. 5A on
Coverage and Nondiscrimination Testing For
Defined Benefit Plans” (Revised 4-2000) at Section
III
• In “MEMO FOR MANAGER, EP
DETERMINATIONS & QA” on 7/17/2007, IRS
confirms that benefit accrual of 0.5% per year of
participation or service is “meaningful”
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Section 401(a)(26)
• Above listing of accrual rates indicates that 5 of the
8 participants have normal accrual rates of at least
.5% in the cash balance plan (such that the 40%
test is passed)
– (HCE1, NHCEs 1, 2, 5, 6)

• Where testing age and NRA are not the same the
.5% must be measured at NRA
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Section 401(a)(26) and ICR
• Recall from above it was mentioned that lower interest
crediting rate means 401(a)(26) more expensive to pass
• From above, NHC2 has accrual of .52% of comp.
• We get there as follows:
– $750 * (1.05^19) / 145.529 = $13.02 increase in accrued
benefit (monthly)
– $13.02 * 12 / $30,000 = .52%

• What if under pressure from advisor we lower ICR to 4%:
– We now need $900 to have a “meaningful” benefit
– $900 * (1.04^19) / 145.529 = $13.03 increase in accrued
benefit (monthly)
– $13.03 * 12 / $30,000 = .52%
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Section 401(a)(26) and ICR
• The increase from $750 to $900 is 20%.
• For a younger person it can be even more extreme.
• For example assume a 25 year old earning $30K is
needed to pass 401(a)(26)
• Look at cost with ICR at 4% and 5%
–
–
–
–
–
–

We backward engineer to see the cost
Accrued benefit needed = $30,000 * .5% / 12 = $12.50
Amount needed at retirement = $12.50 * 145.529 = $1,819
At 5% ICR need pay credit of $1,819 / (1.05^40) = $258
At 4% ICR need pay credit of $1,819 / (1.04^40) = $379
Increase of almost 50%

• In either case the ‘cost’ is $1,819 if they stay to NRA
• But they won’t! And until NRA the lower ICR is
more expensive – at NRA they’re equal!
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• Often I’m asked to design DB only to keep
admin costs down
• When considered with increased employee cost
– as well as risk – this is rarely a better answer
• Let’s look at a very simple case; Dr and one EE
– Dr. / Owner age 57 compensation $260,000
– Only EE is NHC age 44 comp. $40,000
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• First let’s look at standalone DB
• We’ll do so in cash balance setting

– In one HCE / one NHC case will basically be the
same as traditional DB

• CB Specs (except pay credits) same as before

– NRA 65
– Interest credit 5%; Act eq factors 5%, ‘14 417e table
– APR age 65 145.529

• Assuming owner pay credit of 65% it would take
employee pay credit of 34.5% to pass
– Details follow
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• Owner Normal Accrual Rate (NAR)
–
–
–
–

Pay credit = 65% * $260,000 = $169,000
At NRA = $165,000 * (1.05^8) = $249,960
Accrued benefit = $249,960 / 145.529 = $1,715.14
NAR = $1,715.14 * 12 / $260,000 = 7.92%

• EE Normal Accrual Rate
–
–
–
–

Pay credit = 34.5% * $40,000 = $13,800
At NRA = $13,800 * (1.05^21) = $38,446
Accrued benefit = $38,446 / 145.529 = $264.18
NAR = $264.18 * 12 / $40,000 = 7.93%
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• Owner Most Valuable Accrual Rate

– Immediate J&S = $165,000 / 182.946 = $923.77
– Normalized = $923.77 * 119.447 * (1.085 ^ 8) /
94.7986 = $2,235.50
– MVAR = $2,235.50 * 12 / $260,000 = 10.32%

• EE Most Valuable Accrual Rate

– Immediate J&S = $13,800 / 211.413 = $65.28
– Normalized = $65.28 * 135.033 * (1.085 ^ 21) /
94.7986 = $515.72
– MVAR = $515.72 * 12 / $40,000 = 15.47%
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• Rate group test passes as NHC has both
NAR and MVAR (7.93% and 15.47%)
greater than that of HCE (7.92% and
10.32%).
• As DB only gateway testing N/A.
• Top-Heavy minimum will be satisfied at
these numbers.

– Though with mix of younger and older NHCs
may well have situations in DB only where
testing passes but need to give older more
dollars to provide THMs
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• Instead let’s look at DBDC
• We’ll continue to give HCE 65% in CB
– But also give him/her $23,000 in deferral
– And a 4.5% PS contribution

• We’ll give NHC total of $7,000
– 15% PS ($6,000) and
– 2.5% pay credit ($1,000)

• Recall with Combo will need gateway
• And with low pay credit for NHC
need to check 401(a)(26)
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• First look at NARs from DB
• Owner NAR 7.92%

– unchanged as pay credit same as standalone

• EE Normal Accrual Rate
–
–
–
–

Pay credit = 2.5% * $40,000 = $1,000
At NRA = $1,000 * (1.05^21) = $2,786
Accrued benefit = $2,786 / 145.529 = $19.14
NAR = $19.14 * 12 / $40,000 = .57%

– Note 401(a)(26) OK as both over .5%
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• Then look at EBARs from PS
• Owner EBAR
–
–
–
–

PS cont. = 4.5% * $260,000 = $11,700
At 65 = $11,700 * (1.085^8) = $22,471
Equivalent benefit = $22,471 / 94.7986 = $237.04
NAR = $237.04 * 12 / $260,000 = 1.09%

• EE EBAR
–
–
–
–

PS cont. = 15% * $40,000 = $6,000
At 65 = $6,000 * (1.085^21) = $33,279
Equivalent benefit = $33,279 / 94.7986 = $351.05
NAR = $351.05 * 12 / $40,000 = 10.53%
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• Finally look at MVARs from DB
• Owner MVAR 10.32%

– unchanged as pay credit same as standalone

• EE Most Valuable Accrual Rate

– Immediate J&S = $1,000 / 211.413 = $4.73
– Normalized = $4.73 * 135.033 * (1.085 ^ 21) /
94.7986 = $37.37
– MVAR = $37.37 * 12 / $40,000 = 1.12%
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• Summary of accrual rates
– Owner Aggregate NAR

• DB NAR 7.92%; PS 1.09% Agg NAR = 9.01%

– EE Aggregate NAR

• DB NAR .57%; PS 10.53% Agg NAR = 11.10% (>9.01%)

– Owner Aggregate MVAR

• DB MVAR 10.32%; PS 1.09% Agg MVAR = 11.41%

– EE Aggregate MVAR

• DB MVAR 1.12%; PS 10.53% Agg MVAR = 11.65% (>
11.41%)

• Rate group passes as NHC has both
aggregate NAR and aggregate MVAR
greater than that of HCE
• Gateway fine as PS alone > 7.5%
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• Compare to DB only:

– EE cost in DB only $13,800 v $7,000 in
DBDC combo

• Reduction in cost of almost 50% while providing
additional ~ $35K to Owner in deferral and PS

– In combo employer has investment risk on
$1,000 of employee’s money as opposed to
full $13,800 in DB only
– Note total PS = $17,700
• Less than 6% of comp (6% * $300K = $18K)
• So combined deduction limit OK.
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• Assume EE is 29 instead of 44.
• CB Specs (except pay credits) same as before

– NRA 65
– Interest credit 5%; Act eq factors 5%, ‘14 417e table
– APR age 65 145.529

• Assuming owner pay credit of 65% it would
take employee pay credit of 17% to pass
– Details follow
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• Owner NAR 7.92%
– unchanged

• EE Normal Accrual Rate
–
–
–
–

Pay credit = 17% * $40,000 = $6,800
At NRA = $6,800 * (1.05^36) = $39,384
Accrued benefit = $39,384 / 145.529 = $270.63
NAR = $270.63 * 12 / $40,000 = 8.12%
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• Owner MVAR 10.32%
– unchanged

• EE Most Valuable Accrual Rate

– Immediate J&S = $6,800 / 229.007 = $29.69
– Normalized = $29.69 * 143.210 * (1.085 ^ 36) /
94.7986 = $845.87
– MVAR = $845.87 * 12 / $40,000 = 25.38%

• Rate group test passes as NHC has both
NAR and MVAR (8.12% and 25.38%) >
than that of HCE (7.92% and 10.32%).
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• How would combo look?
• We’ll continue to give HCE 65% in CB
– But also give him/her $23,000 in deferral
– And a 5.75% PS contribution

• We’ll give NHC total of $3,400
– 7.25% PS ($2,900) and
– 1.25% pay credit ($500)
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• First look at NARs from DB
• Owner NAR 7.92%

– unchanged as pay credit same as standalone

• EE Normal Accrual Rate
–
–
–
–

Pay credit = 1.25% * $40,000 = $500
At NRA = $500 * (1.05^36) = $2,896
Accrued benefit = $2,986 / 145.529 = $19.90
NAR = $19.90 * 12 / $40,000 = .60%

– 401(a)(26) OK as both over .5%
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• PS EBARs
• Owner EBAR
–
–
–
–

PS cont. = 5.75% * $260,000 = $14,950
At 65 = $14,950 * (1.085^8) = $28,713
Equivalent benefit = $28,713 / 94.7986 = $302.88
NAR = $302.88 * 12 / $260,000 = 1.40%

• EE EBAR
–
–
–
–

PS cont. = 7.25% * $40,000 = $2,900
At 65 = $2,900 * (1.085^36) = $54,685
Equivalent benefit = $54,658 / 94.7986 = $576.86
NAR = $576.86 * 12 / $40,000 = 17.31%
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• MVARs from DB
• Owner MVAR 10.32%
– unchanged

• EE Most Valuable Accrual Rate

– Immediate J&S = $500 / 229.007 = $2.18
– Normalized = $2.18 * 143.210 * (1.085 ^ 36) /
94.7986 = $62.20
– MVAR = $62.20 * 12 / $40,000 = 1.87%
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• Summary of accrual rates
– Owner Aggregate NAR

• DB NAR 7.92%; PS 1.40% Agg NAR = 9.32%

– EE Aggregate NAR

• DB NAR .60%; PS 17.31% Agg NAR = 17.91% (>9.32%)

– Owner Aggregate MVAR

• DB MVAR 10.32%; PS 1.40% Agg MVAR = 11.72%

– EE Aggregate MVAR

• DB MVAR 1.87%; PS 17.31% Agg MVAR = 19.18% (>
11.72%)

• Rate group passes as NHC has both
aggregate NAR and aggregate MVAR
greater than that of HCE
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• Also need to look at gateway
• HCE Equivalent allocation rate:

•
•
•
•

– Increase in accrued benefit X Testing APR at testing age (65) =
– $1,715.74 * 94.7986 = $162,650
– Discount from testing age to attained age at standard interest
rate of 8.5%
– $162,650 / (1.085^8) = $84,687
– Divided by comp to get equivalent allocation rate
– $84,687 / $260,000 = 32.57%

DC allocation rate = 5.75%
Aggregate equivalent allocation rate = 38.32%
Minimum allocation gateway therefore 7.5%
EE gets PS of 7.25% so need another .25%
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• NHC Equivalent allocation rate:

– Increase in accrued benefit X Testing APR at testing age (65) =
– $19.90 * 94.7986 = $1,186
– Discount from testing age to attained age at standard interest
rate of 8.5%
– $1,186 / (1.085^36) = $100
– Divided by comp to get equivalent allocation rate
– $100 / $40,000 =.25%

• DC allocation rate = 7.25%
• Aggregate equivalent allocation rate = 7.50%
• Minimum allocation gateway satisfied
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DBDC v Standalone DB
• Compare to DB only:

– EE cost in DB only $6,800 v $3,400 in
DBDC combo

• Reduction in cost of 50% while providing additional
~ $38K to Owner in deferral and PS

– In combo employer has investment risk on
$500 of employee’s money as opposed to full
$6,800 in DB only
– Note total PS = $17,850
• Less than 6% of comp (6% * $300K = $18K)
• So combined deduction limit OK.
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Small populations and Spouse EE
• It is not unusual to have a situation where
spouse is employed and only a handful of
other ees
• In some cases this allows for just the
spouses to be in the DB and still pass
401(a)(26)
• Works as long as 3 or less non-excludable
NHCs
• i.e. 2 of 5 = 40%
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Small populations and Spouse EE
• Consider the following population

– Dr age 57; compensation $260K
– Spouse age 54; compensation $40K
– 3 NHCs ages 25, 34, 60; comp for all $40K

• 3% SH 401(k) for NHCs; HCEs can defer but do
not get SH; EEs get 5% PS also
• CB covers Dr and spouse only at pay credits of
78% and 70% of compensation respectively; all
other cash balance specs same as above except
NRA 62 (in both plans)
• Summary on following slide
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Small populations and Spouse EE
Age

Comp.

Dr

57

$260K

Spouse

54

NHC 1

Cash
Balance

PS/SH

401(k)

$202,800 $ 23,000

Total

0

$202,800

$40K

0

28,000

28,000

25

$40K

3,200

0

3,200

3,200

NHC 2

34

$40K

3,200

0

3,200

3,200

NHC 3

60

$40K

3,200

0

3,200

3,200

$460K

$ 9,600

$230,800

Total

$

Total
Employer

23,000

$240,400 $ 40,500

$ 225,800
51,000

$ 286,400
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Small populations and Spouse EE
• At an employee cost of $9,600 Dr and spouse
defer from taxation $276,800
• Re deductions:

– For DB at-risk rules will allow full deduction as long as
1st segment under 5% (currently under 2%)
– For DC contribution well under 25% of comp of DC
participants ($120,000 * 25% = $30,000)
– AND combined plan limit does not apply as no
participant is benefiting in both DB and DC
• Recall “benefiting” requires allocation of employer
dollars so spouses deferring does not result in
benefiting in 401(k) plan

• Now let’s look at testing
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Small populations and Spouse EE
Summary of EBARs from DC plan
Age

Yrs to
TA

Dr

57

5

Spouse

54

NHC 1

To TA
@ 8.5%

PS/SH
$

Testing
APR

Eq.
Ben.

EBAR

0

0

101.718

0

0

8

0

0

101.718

0

0

25

37

3,200

65,147

101.718

643.65

19.21%

NHC 2

34

28

3,200

31,418

101.718

308.88

9.27%

NHC 3

60

2

3,200

3,767

101.718

37.03

1.11%
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Small populations and Spouse EE
Summary of NARs from DB plan
Yrs to
TA/NRA

Pay
Credit

To NRA
@ 5%

Plan
APR

Inc. Acc.
Ben.

NAR

Dr

5

$202,800

$258,830

156.321

$1,655.76

7.64%

Spouse

8

28,000

41,369

156.321

264.64

7.94%

NHC 1

37

0

0

156.321

0

0

NHC 2

28

0

0

156.321

0

0

NHC 3

2

0

0

156.321

0

0
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Small populations and Spouse EE
Summary of MVARs from DB plan
Age

Immed.
JS APR
Plan

Pay
Credit

Immed.
JS
payable

Immed.
JS APR
Testing

MVAR

Dr

57

$202,800

182.946

$1,108.52

119.447

9.03%

Spouse

54

28,000

190.347

146.65

123.956

10.30%

NHC 1

25

0

NA

0

0

NHC 2

34

0

NA

0

0

NHC 3

60

0

NA

0

0
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Small populations and Spouse EE
– Summary of Dr MVAR:
– $202,800 / 182.946 = $1,108.52
– This is immediately payable J&S under plan from current pay credit

– $1,108.52 * 119.447 *(1.085^5) / 101.718 = $1,957.36
– This is the above J&S “normalized” – i.e. converted to equivalent
straight life annuity payable at testing age with such conversion
performed using a standard interest rate and standard mortality table.

– $1,957.36 * 12 / $260,000 = 9.03%
– This is the “Most Valuable Accrual Rate” for the DB plan
– Compare to Normal Accrual Rate of 7.64%
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General Test Results
Aggregate Aggregate
NAR
MVAR

HCE 1
Rate Group

HCE 2
Rate Group

Dr

7.64%

9.03%

Y

Spouse

7.94%

10.30%

Y

Y

NHC 1

19.21%

19.21%

Y

Y

NHC 2

9.27%

9.27%

Y

NHC 3

1.11%

1.11%

NHCE Coverage Ratio

2/3 = 66.67%

1/3 = 33.33%

HCE Coverage Ratio 2/2 = 100.00%

1/2 = 50.00%

Rate Group Coverage ratio

66.67%

66.67%
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Small populations and Spouse EE
• Recall each rate group must pass Code
Section 410(b) (coverage) either by
– having a coverage ratio of at least 70%
– or by passing the average benefits test

• Each rate group under 70%
– But greater than midpoint

• Which here is 45% as NHC concentration = 60%

– So for RG to pass 410(b) must also pass
average benefits percentage test
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General Test Results - ABPT
Aggregate
NAR
NAR
Deferrals

Total
NAR

Dr

7.64%

1.19

8.84

Spouse

7.94%

9.91

17.85

HCE
Avg.

NHCE
Avg.

13.34

-0- 19.21%

NHC 1

19.21%

NHC 2

9.27%

-0-

9.27%

NHC 3

1.11%

-0-

1.11%

“NAR deferrals” represents EBAR related
to deferrals; relevant for ABPT only
ABP

9.90
74.16
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Small populations and Spouse EE
• Proof of spouse’s NAR from deferrals

– Deferral (net of catch-up)
$17,500
– Project to testing age (TA)
* 1.085 ^ 8
at 8.5%
– Value at TA
$33,611
– Divide by Testing APR
÷ 101.718
$330.43
– Equivalent benefit (monthly)
– X12 and divided by comp of
$40,000
9.91%
– Equals EBAR (aka NAR)
applicable to deferrals
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Other Testing Issues
• Vesting

– 1.401(a)(4)-11(c)
– 2009 Grey book Q&A 17

• 3 year cliff = 6 year graded

• Normal Retirement Age
– Good habit to line up
• Vesting
• In-svc distributions

• Distribution options should line up

– E.g., LS only in DC, LS plus required spousal in DB
(Exception for required forms; 1.401(a)(4)-4(d)(5))
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Top-heavy
• On DB side participant needs a top-heavy minimum
(THM) if 1,000+ hours of service, irrespective of EOY
employment
• On DC side THM required where participant employed at
year-end, irrespective of hours
• Terminated participants with under 1,000 hours need no
THM in either plan
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Top-heavy
• Again, active participants under 1,000 hours of
service do require THM in DC plan
– Results in participant “benefiting” such that the
gateway must be provided (unless non-key HCE)
– So 1,000 hour requirement to receive PS
allocation often will not work

• Likewise, terminated participant with 1,000
hours needs THM (or substitute) in DB plan
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Top-heavy
• THM in DB plan = 2% of (5-year) average comp.
times years of service (not to exceed 10)

– IRC §416(c)(1)(E), Treas. Reg. §1.416-1 Q&A M-2(d)
– Special rules for measuring years of service [IRC
§416(c)(1)(D), Treas. Reg. §§1.416-1 Q&A M-2(c),
1.416-1 Q&A T-21]

• THM in DC plan = 3% of Section 415 comp.
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Top-heavy
• Where participant benefits in both DB and DC
special rules apply

– May provide DB minimum only
– May use floor-offset where (all or portion of) DB
minimum offset by DC
– May use comparability analysis (based on Rev. Rul.
81-202) where plans together provide benefits at least
equal to DB minimum (TH reg. pre final 401(a)(4)
regs so likely cross tested analysis under a4 regs
works)
– 5% in DC plan
– Treas. Reg. § 1.416-1 Q&A M-12
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Top-heavy
• Final option above – 5% in DC plan - used in most
DB/DC combinations like the above
• Couple of notes – subject of course to gateway
requirements
– Participant employed at year-end but under 1,000 hours
needs only DC minimum
– Participant only in DC plan needs only DC minimum

• So non-key HCEs kept out of DB only need 3% (as above)

– Participant with 1,000 hours but not employed at year-end
will need the 5% from the DC plan
• Or DB top-heavy
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Using ROR or RIC for ICR
• Why is the concept of actual ROR (or a RIC
which is then invested in) as interest crediting
rate attractive?

– Conceptually assets and liabilities match
– Investment risk shifted to employees as in
DC plan
– If there are losses does not create a funding shortfall
• Simply deposit pay credits
• But recall preservation of capital rule that says
that ultimate payout cannot be less than
cumulative pay credits such that early losses
could cause problem
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Using ROR or RIC for ICR
• So why not do it?
• There are many reasons:

– Potentially harder to pay top-25 lump sums
– Determination of accrued benefit
– Potentially lower 415 Limits
– Potentially harder to pass 401(a)(4)
– Potentially harder to meet 401(a)(26)
– Timing of contributions
– Potential 411(a)(9) issue
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Using ROR or RIC for ICR
• Potentially harder to pay Top-25 LS

– Reg. [§1.401(a)(4)-5(b)] restricts ability of
certain HCEs to receive lump sums where
plan less than 110% funded.
– The lower the interest rate for crediting the
lower the projected payout and therefore the
lower the funding target (FT).
– The lower the FT the more likely the plan is to
be 110% funded.
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Using ROR or RIC for ICR
• Potentially harder to pay Top-25 LS

– With a fixed (ICR) rate of 4-5% for example
and a discount (funding segment) rate of 56% “roundtrip” often ~ 15% discount and
therefore 110% funded even where plan only
~ 100% funded if assets compared to account
balances (therefore pay LS)
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Using ROR or RIC for ICR
• Example using one participant to illustrate:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Current age 52; NRA (and presumed pmt) 62
Account balance and assets both = $100K
So “actual” funded status = 100%
ICR 5% fixed
S2 = 6.15%
Projected acct = $100K * (1.04^10) = $162,889
PV = $162,889 / (1.0615^10) = $89,679
Funded ratio = 100,000 / 89,679 = 112%
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Using ROR or RIC for ICR
• Example using one participant to illustrate:

– Same facts except presume ICR = ROR
– Must use reasonable assumption of future ROR –
presume 6%
– Projected acct = $100K * (1.06^10) = $179,085
– PV = $ 179,085 / (1.0615^10) = $98,596
– Funded ratio = 100,000 / 98,596 = 101%
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Using ROR or RIC for ICR
• Determination of accrued benefit

– IRC §411(a)(7) provides that the accrued
benefit is a life annuity payable at NRA
– i.e., PPA added IRC §411(a)(13)(A) to allow
the accrued benefit to be defined as the TAB
in a CB plan, but only for purposes of:
• allowing the TAB to be paid as a lump sum - i.e.
ignoring §417(e), and
• age discrimination
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Using ROR or RIC for ICR
– So we still must determine life annuity as this
is the accrued benefit for all other purposes,
including:
•
•
•
•

401(a)(4) testing
401(a)(26) testing
415 limitations
Satisfaction of the accrual rules

– We’ve seen the formula before, i.e.

• TAB (or pay credit) * (1+int) ^ (NRA – AA) / APR
• But what is ‘int’ when ICR is variable?
– i.e. in above examples ICR was fixed
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Using ROR or RIC for ICR
– When the ICR is variable the IRS says that the rate
for the current year is used

• IRS hybrid training manual “The IRS has taken the position
that the hypothetical account balance must be projected to
normal retirement date using the interest crediting rate in
effect on the date the projection is made.”
• 1991 final 401(a)(4) regs “If the …benefit accrued…is subject
to … a variable index, the rate of increase … in each future
plan year is assumed to equal the rate … in the current plan
year ... [So]…[i]f an employee’s benefit accrual … is a fixed
percentage of plan year compensation indexed through
normal retirement age by reference to the average yield on
30-year Treasur[ies]…and the yield for the current plan year
is 8%, it is assumed that the yield will continue to be 8% in
each future plan year.”
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Using ROR or RIC for ICR
• Let’s first look at 415.
• Recall from above maximum annual benefit
payable at age 62 with 10-years of plan
participation is $210,000 ($17,500 monthly)
• With one year of participation max = $21,000
($1,750 monthly), two years $42,000, etc.
• Assume our 60 year old from above examples,
receiving pay credit of $200,200
• Assume instead of a fixed ICR of 5% plan uses
actual return
• Year one ROR was indeed 5%
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Using ROR or RIC for ICR
• Recall accrued benefit was $1,755.74

– $200,200 *(1.05^5) / 145.529 = $1,755.74 (monthly)
– Annualized = $1,755.74 * 12 = $21,069
• A smidgen above 415 that will be grown into in year 2

• First assume year 2 ROR is 5%
• TAB = ($200,200 * 1.05) + $200,200 = $410,410
• And accrued benefit is $3,427.88
– $410,410 *(1.05^4) / 145.529 = $3,427.88 (monthly)
– Annualized = $3,427.88 * 12 = $41,135
• Max = $42,000 so fine

– If termed at this time TAB could be paid
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Using ROR or RIC for ICR
• Now let’s assume year 2 ROR is 8%
• TAB = ($200,200 * 1.08) + $200,200 = $416,416
• And accrued benefit is $3,892.90
–
–
–
–

$416,416 *(1.08^4) / 145.529 = $3,892.90 (monthly)
Annualized = $3,892.90 * 12 = $46,715
If termed at this time full TAB could not be paid
Available lump sum would be about $374,000 with
balance forfeited as in excess of 415 limit
– Alternative would be to leave the dollars in the plan
until a year in which the ROR was lower
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Using ROR or RIC for ICR
• Let’s look at how use of ROR could disrupt 401(a)(4)
non-discrimination testing
• Recall best leverage achieved when favored group
gets most of their dollars in DB plan while NHCs get
theirs in DC plan
• Let’s look at a very small case that will illustrate the
impact using ROR could have on testing
• We’ll assume two lives –
– Owner age 55; NHC age 45
– Comps $250K; $40K
– NRA 65 in both plans;
• DB APR at NRA = 145.529
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Using ROR or RIC for ICR
• For simplicity we’ll ignore MVAR & 401(a)(26)
• Owner’s pay credit is $90,000 for NAR of 4.84%
if ICR = 5%
– $90,000 *(1.05^10) / 145.529 = $1,007.36
– $ 1,007.36 * 12 / $250,000 = 4.84%

• To pass testing NHC needs PS of 7.5% of comp.
– $40,000 * 7.5% = $3,000
– $3,000 * (1.085 ^ 20) / 94.7986 = $161.78
– $161.78 * 12 / $40,000 = 4.85%
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Using ROR or RIC for ICR
• What if ROR is instead 12%?
• Owner’s NAR is now 7.70%

– $90,000 *(1.12^10) / 145.529 = $1,604.06
– $1,604.06 * 12 / $250,000 = 7.70%

• To get there NHC needs PS of 12%

– $40,000 * 12% = $4,800
– $4,800 * (1.085 ^ 20) / 94.7986 = $258.84
– $258.84 * 12 / $40,000 = 7.77%

• Employee cost 60% more – Why?

– Leverage is gained by distance between ICR
(of 5%) and standard interest rate (of 8.5%)
and lost when rates invert
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Using ROR or RIC for ICR
• ROR can also impact 401(a)(26) testing but in the
opposite direction
• Recall our 25 year old earning $30K that was needed to
pass 401(a)(26)
• These were our costs with ICR at 4% and 5%
–
–
–
–
–
–

We reverse engineered to see the costs
Accrued benefit needed = $30,000 * .5% / 12 = $12.50
Amount needed at retirement = $12.50 * 145.529 = $1,819
At 5% ICR need pay credit of $1,819 / (1.05^40) = $258
At 4% ICR need pay credit of $1,819 / (1.04^40) = $379
Increase of almost 50%

• But what if ICR = ROR and ROR was 1%?

• Need pay credit of $1,819 / (1.01^40) = $1,222!!
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Using ROR or RIC for ICR
• Timing of deposits
– Where contributions not made on last day of
year, crediting ROR may cause interest
credits higher than actual amounts earned
• E.g. assets earn 33.33% first ½ year and lose 10%
for last ½ – result is 20% return for the year
– i.e., P * 1.3333 * .9 = 1.2 P

• Prior year contribution made end of first ½
– Contribution that lost 10% needs to credit 20%??
– If ROR is as defined under funding rules this
is the result – CB regs silent on definition
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Using ROR or RIC for ICR
• And my favorite, IRC 411(a)(9)
– IRC §411(a)(9) and Reg. §1.411(a)-7(c) provide that
“periodic benefit” (i.e., annuity) payable at any point
cannot be less than any previously available amount
– Most cash balance plans provide for immediately
payable lump sums upon termination of employment
– Reg 1.401(a)-20 Q&A 17 provides that if a non deminimis (over $5K) lump sum is available at any point
(referred to as “earliest retirement age” in the reg) then
qualified annuity forms must be available at same time
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Using ROR or RIC for ICR
– Assume acct balance $1.5 million at age 64
• Age 64 417e 2013 mortality table 5% APR = 148.898;
• Life annuity = $10,074

– Loss results in age 65 balance of $1 million
• Even after preservation of capital rule, as there were
substantial previous gains
• Age 65 417e 2013 mortality table 5% APR = 145.237;
• Life annuity = $6,885

– At 65 participant has right to $10,074 annuity
• Cost to purchase ?????
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• INFLUENCE OF ENTITY TYPES
• FROM 2014 NAFE
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The different types of Business Entities
•
•
•
•
•
•

C Corporations
S Corporations
Sole Proprietorships
Partnerships
Limited Liability Companies (LLCs)
Partnerships of P.C.s
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C Corporations
•
•
•
•
•

Profit taxed at corporate level at
graduated rates (15% - 35%)
Exception for certain Personal Service
Corporations (PSCs)- 35% from first
dollar [IRC §§11(b)(2); 448(d)(2)]
Dividends taxed at shareholder level
Owned by shareholders
Liability separate from owners
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C Corporation Deductions
• Deductions for contributions made on behalf of
all employees (including owners) taken at
corporate level
• Deductions may cause losses resulting in
carryback (2 years) or carryover (20 years)
– May elect to waive c/b and instead just c/o
– Fiscal year PSCs may c/o only
– IRC §§172(b)(1)(A) / 172(b)(3) / 280H(e)
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C Corporation Loss - example
• Corporation expects taxable income of $0 in 2014 and
$375K in 2015 (before any pension)
• Cash from 2015 earnings will be available before 2014
tax return due
• Max DB deduction $225K for 2014; $150K for 2015
– Latter presuming 2014 max and assets = $225K at val date

• Adopt DB plan in 2014 - fund $225K by due date
• Creates loss of $225K in 2014
• Fund plan for $150K for 2015 bringing 2015 taxable
income to $225K ($375K – $150K) before NOL C/O
– $225K NOL C/O from ‘14 will reduce ‘15 taxable inc to $0
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C Corporation Loss - example
• Accrual basis corporation has taxable income of
$100,000 each in 2012 and 2013 but limited
cashflow
• 2014 break-even but $200,000 excess cash flow
due to collection of receivables
• In 2014 adopt plan and create net operating loss
of $200,000
• Loss carried back to 2012 and 2013 and taxes
paid during those years are recovered
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S Corporations
•
•
•

Profit “passed through” (taxed) to owners,
taxed at individual level
Profits taxed proportionate to ownership
interest (whether or not distributed)
‘S’ status is a tax election effecting only how
corporation is taxed
–
–

Liability still separate from shareholders
Owners treated as employees for plan purposes
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S Corporation Deductions
• Deductions for contributions made on
behalf of all employees (including owners)
taken at corporate level
– IRS Form 1120S, line 17

• Deductions may cause losses – usage
depends on shareholder “basis”
– Contributions to capital, shareholder loans to
corporation, undistributed prior earnings
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S Corporation Loss - example
• S corporation is break-even but has significant
cash from undistributed prior earnings
• S shareholder is active in business; also has
significant income from other sources
• S corporation can adopt plan and create loss
which can be used to offset other income
– Must have “basis” which is likely due to undistributed
prior earnings - IRC §1366(d)
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S Corporation Compensation
• Compensation = payroll
• Shareholders have two forms of income:
– Payroll
– Pass-through (dividends)

• Pass-through income may not be recognized as
compensation for plan purposes (Durando v.
U.S., CA-9, 11/16/95)
• S election acceptance comes with warning label
about unreasonable comp
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Sole Proprietorships
• Income taxed on personal income tax
return
– - Schedule C

• No separate liability from the owner
• For plan purposes compensation for SE
person is “earned income” – basically “net
earnings from self employment” (NESE)
as adjusted (details later)
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Sole Proprietorships
• Schedule C Line 31
– OR Schedule C-EZ Line 3

• Equals
• Net Profit or Loss
– will normally represent NESE

• Check to Schedule SE however
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Sole Proprietorships

331

Sole Proprietorships
• Schedule C Line 31
– OR Schedule C-EZ Line 3

• Net Profit or Loss
– will normally represent SE income

• Check to Schedule SE however
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Sole Proprietorships

333

Sole Proprietorships

334

Sole Proprietorships
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Sole Proprietorships
• Deductions for contributions made on
behalf of employees taken on Form 1040,
Schedule C, line 19
• Deduction for contributions made on
behalf of sole proprietor taken on Form
1040, line 28
• Allocation between two must be
“reasonable”
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Sole Proprietor’s Earned
Income
• “Earned income" [IRC 401(c)(2)] = net earnings from
self-employment (NESE) less:
– deduction for employer contributions for owner
– ½ SE tax

• When determining net earnings from SE
(and therefore SE tax)
–
–
–
–

plan contribution for owner not deductible
contribution for employees is deductible
Gale v. U.S., DC-Northern Ill., 6/27/91
Laflamme v. Comr, TCM 2012-36 2/6/2012
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Self-Employment (SE) Tax
• First multiply NESE by 92.35%
• Tax = 12.4% up to the Social Security taxable wage
base (TWB) for year ($113,700 for 2013; $117,000
for 2014) plus 2.9% of all NESE
– Additional Medicare payroll tax of 0.9% on wages or
SE earnings above certain threshold, paid by
employee, NOT employer
– Therefore does not affect ½ SE deduction or earned
income for plan purposes

• Outside W-2 income can reduce SE tax on NESE
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EXAMPLE
• For 2013 Bette (age 51) has W-2 income
of $60,000 from her regular employer
• Bette also has Schedule C income of
$150,000 from outside consulting
• Bette has no employees
• Bette wishes to maximize her contribution
to a 401(k) plan
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Example (cont’d)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Net earnings from SE
Multiply by .9235
Lesser this amount or TWB
Outside wages
Amount to tax at 12.4%
53,700 X 6.2%
138,525 X 1.45%
1/2 SE tax

$ 150,000
138,525
113,700
60,000
53,700
3,329
2,009
5,338
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Example (cont’d)
•
•
•
•

Net Earnings from Self Employment
½ SE tax
Pre-pension Earned Income
Maximum PS (20% of
pre-contribution net)
• Add 401(k) deferral
• Total
• Check PS:

$150,000
5,338
144,662
28,932
23,000
51,932

$150,000 – 5,338 - $28,932 = $115,730

$115,730 x 25% = $28,932
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Example - DBP

• Let’s instead make plan a DB
• Assume 2 prior years with $100K comp
•
•
•
•
•
•

– Comp being Sched C – ½ SE – employer ps

NRA 62
Benefit = 10% * AMC * YOP
AE 5%/5% Applicable table post only
EOY val
2013 MAP rates = 4.94% / 6.15% / 6.76%
Unadjusted = 1.39% / 4.05% / 5.08%
– August 2013 rates (4-month lookback)
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Example - MAX

343

Example - MIN
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Example - DBP

• Where current comp effects benefit min and max will
vary based on amount of contribution
• i.e., where max deposited minimum appears lower
– Because benefit lower since current comp affects average

• Conversely, where min deposited max appears higher
– Because benefit higher since current comp affects average

• Point is that max and min are not amounts shown as
such on each of the slides but instead the separate
amounts from the max & min slides
– So range is $63,263 – $75,412

• Let’s add 30 year old, 3-years at $30k comp
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Ex – DB with ee – ee min/max
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Ex – DB with ee –max

347

Ex – DB with ee –min
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Ex – DB with ee
• Range therefore $67,202 – 81,677
• Where either end of range deposited allocation
between employee (deducted on Schedule C)
and sole prop (deducted on page 1 of 1040)
based on above
• Where something in-between deposited,
allocation must be “reasonable”
– E.g. ee tnc / total tnc * deposit to Sched C

• Change in ½ SE deduction due to ee pension
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Effect of deposit date on comp
• Consider following:
–
–
–
–
–

Net Schedule C:
$350,000
One Half FICA:
$11,736
MRC:
$175,000
Plan Comp:
$163,264
Communicate to Client/CPA, who
then does the following
• Contributes $100,000 4/15
• Contributes $ 75,000 5/15
• Tax Return filed 4/15 and CPA deducts $100,000
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Effect of deposit date on comp
 Does Plan Compensation have to be redetermined?
 Sure; EI is reduced by amount of pension deduction
allowed with respect to taxpayer [IRC 401(c)(2)(A)(v)]

 What does this do to MRC for current
year?
 Back to the drawing board if current comp effects benefit
as comp now $75,000 higher
 Which is why flat dollar benefits fit well in SE cases
 Or BOY val? –
 but in our previous example what would have been
reasonable assumption of 2013 comp?
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Valuation Date
• Advantages to using BOY valuation date
• Compensation is locked in; no circular calculation
• Know contribution earlier

• And if too high can reduce benefit formula before
1,000 hours
• With EOY val, deadline for reducing credit balances
electively is right on val date
• Advantages to using EOY valuation date
• Contribution should relate more closely to comp.
• Funding for actual benefit – large reduction in comp
effecting current benefit reduces required funding
• No funding required for terms not accruing benefit
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Non-calendar plan year

• Dependent on survival of pre PPA Reg.
§1.404(a)-14(c) which provided that deductible
limit based on
– Plan year beginning within tax year
– Plan year ending within tax year
– Weighted average of the two based on number of
months of each plan year falling within tax year

• E.g. use 9/1 – 8/31 plan year
– Comp = calendar year ending in plan year

• For 2013 deduct amount for PYB 9/1/13
• With 1000 hour requirement actually have until
~~ early Q1 of following year to lower formula if
needed
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DUE DATE OF DEPOSITS
 ALSO
 Accountants think they have until due date of tax return
to make contributions. With partnerships this now lines
up with minimum funding date (assuming plan year = tax
year and extension filed) but sole props can still have
until 10/15 to file.
 Our letters always say contribution due earlier of due
date of tax return or 8 ½ months after end of PY
 At least for minimum funding …

 Deductibility of contributions post 9/15 but pre 10/15
 2011 Greybook Q&A 7 to follow
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DUE DATE OF DEPOSITS
 A company has a calendar taxable year
and sponsors a pension plan with a
calendar plan year. Which of the following
combinations are acceptable for a
contribution made during the 2010 §404
contribution grace period (January 1, 2011
to September 15, 2011)?





a) Deduct in 2010, reflect on 2010 Sched SB?
b) Deduct in 2010, reflect on 2011 Sched SB?
c) Deduct in 2011, reflect on 2010 Sched SB?
d) Deduct in 2011, reflect on 2011 Sched SB?
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DUE DATE OF DEPOSITS
 RESPONSE
 a), c), and d) are acceptable. IRC §404(a)(6)
deems a contribution made after the last day of
a taxable year to be made on the last day of a
taxable year if the payment is made on account
of such taxable year. A contribution is
considered to be on account of the 2011 plan
year when reported on the 2011 Schedule SB
and thus cannot be deducted on the sponsor’s
2010 tax return
 COMMENTARY TO FOLLOW
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DUE DATE OF DEPOSITS
 This is very relevant to sole props that may want to fund
after 9/15 but by 10/15 and deduct in prior year (but
obviously will be on SB for year of deposit)
 Revenue Ruling 77-82
 Taxpayer allowed to take deduction in 1975 for contribution
made within §404(a)(6) period, but count for §412 (minimum
funding) in 1976 (§412 did not apply until years beginning after
1975)
 Service cited following language in Temp. Reg. §11.412(c)12(c)(2) (allowing 8½ month post year-end period to satisfy
minimum funding in case of pension plans other than single
employer DB plans):
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DUE DATE OF DEPOSITS
 “The rules of this section relating to the time a
contribution … is deemed made for purposes of …
section 412 are independent from the rules contained
in section 404(a)(6) relating to the time a contribution
… is deemed made for purposes of claiming a
deduction for such contribution under section 404.”
[Temp. Reg. §11.412(c)-12(c)(2)]

 IRC §404(a)(6) and 76-28 [which sets forth rules
for implementing IRC 404(a)(6)] do not require
contribution to be on account of preceding plan
year
 They require it to be on account of preceding tax year
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Partnerships
•
•

Profit passed through (taxed) to partners
based on ownership % (or otherwise per
partnership agreement)
General partner vs. limited partner

–
–

Income to general partners = earned income,
usually subject to SE tax
Income to limited partners not earned income (not
subject to SE tax)
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Partnerships
•
•

Income must be subject to SE tax to be
compensation for plan purposes
Calculations essentially same as sole prop
though allocation of DB contribution can be a
bit more complex
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Partnerships
•

–

–

Reg. §1.404(e)- 1A(f)(1)

“… in the case of a defined contribution plan, a
partner's … distributive share of deductions allowed
the partnership under section 404 for contributions
on behalf of a self-employed individual is that
portion of the deduction which is attributable to
contributions made on his behalf …”
i.e., if DC plan, partner deducts on personal tax
return amounts contributed on his/her behalf
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Partnerships
•

–

Reg. §1.404(e)- 1A(f)(2)

“In the case of a defined benefit plan, a partner's
distributive share of contributions on behalf of selfemployed individuals and his distributive share of
deductions allowed the partnership under section
404 for such contributions is determined in the
same manner as his distributive share of
partnership taxable income. See section 704,
relating to the determination of the distributive share
and the regulations thereunder.” (emphasis added)
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Partnerships
•

–

–

IRS/ASPA 2000 - 6

Q. Field Service Advice 1999-743 indicates that 1.404(e)1A(f)(2), which requires allocations of defined benefit plan
deductions to be made in accordance with each partner's
profits interest, is still valid. Is this true? Assume a
partnership has three equal partners, two of whom are
covered under the partnership’s DB plan at a cost of $75,000
each. There are no other employees. The 404 reg appears to
say that each partner is responsible for funding (and
deducting) $50,000.
A. Absent a special allocation in the partnership agreement
we agree with the above result. A special allocation in the
partnership agreement could result in the deduction being
allocated to the two covered employees.
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Partnerships
•
–
–

Not being a lawyer, I’m hesitant to opine on
what the partnership agreement, written or
oral, would have to say.

From IRS Publication 541
“The partnership agreement includes the original
agreement and any modifications. The
modifications must be agreed to by all partners or
adopted in any other manner provided by the
partnership agreement. The agreement or
modifications can be oral or written.”
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Partner’s Income
• Partner may be individual or corporation
• If individual:
– Net earnings from SE on Schedule K-1, line 14
– Reduce by:
• Section 179 expense (line 12 of the K-1) – only if used
• Unreimbursed business expenses of partner

• Corporate partner income passed through to
corporation and taxed like other corporate
income (could be S or C corporation)
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Partnership Deductions
• Deductions for contributions on behalf of
employees taken on the Form 1065, line 18.
• Individual Partner Deductions

– Reported on Form 1065, Schedule K-1, Box 13 (Code
R)
– Deducted on Form 1040, line 28
– Deductions limited to earned income IRC
§404(a)(8)(C)

• Corporate Partners

– Contributions made by corporation and deduction
taken on corporation’s tax return
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Partner’s Income (cont’d)
• Limited Partner
– Income is generally not subject to SE tax
– If guaranteed payments for services, then
these are reported on line 4 and 14 of K-1 and
are subject to SE tax
• i.e. to extent of guaranteed payments LP treated
as any other partner for plan purposes
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Partner’s Income (cont’d)

368

LLCs, LLPs
• “Check the Box” regulations (Reg.
§301.7701-3):
– More than one member - taxed as partnership
or corporation (S or C)
– Single member - taxed as corporation or sole
proprietor (i.e. entity ‘ignored’)

• Liability separate from owners
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LLCs, LLPs
• If taxed as partnership deductions same
as for an ordinary partnership
• If taxed as corporation deduction rules
same as regular corporation (S or C)
• Otherwise nothing special about LLCs –
find out how they are taxed and treat them
as any other such entity
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Manager/Member LLC
• Mgr. generally treated as a general partner
• Income subject to SE tax
• Other members may or may not be treated as
general partners for SE purposes
– Will need to get this information from accountant – in
writing (or K-1)
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415 comp and multiple ERs
• Reg. §1.415(c)-2(g)(2)
• “... In the case of an employee of two or more corporations which
are members of a controlled group of corporations (as defined in
section 414(b) …), the term compensation for such employee
includes compensation from all employers that are members of the
group, regardless of whether the employee's particular employer
has a qualified plan. This special rule is also applicable to an
employee of two or more trades or businesses (whether or not
incorporated) that are under common control (as defined in section
414(c) …), to an employee of two or more members of an affiliated
service group as defined in section 414(m) ...”
• 1998 greybook, Q&A 14 following slides
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415 comp and multiple ERs
•

•

An individual operates a law practice as a sole proprietorship (SP) and
has $100,000 of self employment income from such practice before the
adjustment to subtract 1/2 of self employment tax ... The individual
also operates another sole proprietorship where he has a loss of
$95,000. Both trades involve personal services of the individual, but
only the law firm has adopted the qualified plan.
Is the individual's 415 annual addition limit based on the sum of earned
income, if any, from the two trades, or is the loss from one trade netted
against the gain from the other? To illustrate using the above example,
is the 415 limit based on:
– 25% of the law practice's income as adjusted for 1/2 SECA and the
plan contribution, or
– 25% of $5,000 ($100,000 income minus $95,000 loss) as adjusted
for 1/2 SECA and the plan contribution?
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415 comp and multiple ERs
• IRS RESPONSE:
• The 415 limit is based on the lesser of the earned income from
the law firm (the sole adopting entity) and the net earned income
from the employer [the controlled group under Code section
414(c)]. Thus, the answer in this example is the lesser of (a)
and (b).
• REBUTTAL – I don’t buy that it’s the lesser of the two. i.e., the
reg simply provides they are aggregated. So if the non-law
entity had a positive amount 415 comp would be greater.
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415 comp and multiple ERs
• Assume corp and sole proprietorship related
• W-2 income of $100K from corporation and
loss of $100K from sole proprietorship
– Does loss from sole prop zero out 415 comp?
– Compensation for SE persons defined as “earned
income” under §401(c)(2)
– Definition of “earned income” begins with “net
earnings from self employment” under §1402(a)
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415 comp and multiple ERs
• Revenue Ruling 79-286
– “… section 1.1402(a)-2(c) of the regulations
requires net losses from self-employment to be
aggregated only with net income from selfemployment; and for purposes of section 219 of
the Code, such losses do not reduce wages that
an individual earns as an employee”
– Ruling dealt with IRA deduction limit; however,
definition of compensation under §219(f) points to
§401(c)(2) so same logic would apply
– Further, 415 regs, as stated above, refer to
“earned income” for SE persons
• Above ruling holds that such number cannot be a net
negative
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Contribution in Excess of
Income
• SE person may not deduct own contributions in
excess of earned income IRC §404(a)(8)(C)
• With a defined benefit plan, if contribution
exceeds income, must still be made to avoid
penalty, but there is no penalty for a nondeductible contribution IRC §4972(c)(4)
• Possibly never deductible
– Is basis created?
– Does tax benefit rule apply?
– No explicit carryover (1999 grey book Q&A 13)
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“Partnership of PCs”
• Plans of affiliated service groups treated as
“multiple employer” plans [Prop. Reg.
§1.414(m)-3(c)]
• Multiple employer plans provide for separate
deduction limit for each employer [IRC
§413(c)(6)]
– Special election for plans in effective prior to 1989
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Small Medical Group P.C.
401(k) plan with CB plan
Earnings Age

DB

Profit
Sharing
& SH

Total
Employer

Total

$ 23,000

$ 119,650

23,000

119,650

Dr. A

$ 255K

56

Dr. B

255K

56

63,150

33,500

96,650

NHC1

15K

27

300

1,050

1,350

-

1,350

NHC2

30K

43

600

2,100

2,700

-

2,700

NHC3

30K

59

600

2,100

2,700

-

2,700

NHC4

30K

59

600

2,100

2,700

-

2,700

NHC5

30K

40

600

2,100

2,700

-

2,700

NHC6

25K

40

500

1,750

2,250

-

2,250

Tot

$ 670K

$ 63,150 $ 33,500 $ 96,650

401(k)

$120,000 $ 78,200 $207,700 $ 46,000

$ 253,700
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Small Medical Group P.C.
401(k) & CB Plan

• DC plan: 3% non-elective safe harbor 401(k)
PLUS profit sharing as follows:
– Owners – maximize
– NHCEs – 4% of compensation

• DB plan: Cash balance plan with contribution
credits as follows:
– Owners - $63,150
– NHCEs - 2% of compensation

• Cost for employees
$14,400
• Employer total = 31% of compensation
– i.e. 31% of 670,000 = $207,700
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Partnership of P.C.s
401(k) plan with CB plan
Earnings Age

DB

Profit
Sharing
& SH

Total
Employer

Total

Dr. A

$ 255K

56

Dr. B

255K

56

45,550

33,500

79,050

NHC1

15K

27

300

750

1,050

-

1,050

NHC2

30K

43

600

1,500

2,100

-

2,100

NHC3

30K

59

600

1,500

2,100

-

2,100

NHC4

30K

59

600

1,500

2,100

-

2,100

NHC5

30K

40

600

1,500

2,100

-

2,100

NHC6

25K

40

500

1,250

1,750

-

1,750

Tot

$ 670K

$ 45,550 $ 33,500 $ 79,050

401(k)
$ 23,000

$ 102,050

23,000

102,050

$ 94,300 $ 75,000 $169,300 $ 46,000

$ 215,300
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Partnership of P.C.s
401(k) & CB Plan
• DC plan: 3% non-elective safe harbor
401(k) PLUS profit sharing as follows:
– Owners – max
– NHCEs – 2% of compensation

• DB plan: Cash balance plan with
contribution credits as follows:
– Owners - $45,550
– NHCEs - 2% of compensation

• Cost for employees
$11,200
• P.C.s individually limited to 31% of
compensation
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Partnership of P.C.s
401(k) plan with CB plan –
6% PS for P.C.s
Earnings Age

DB

Profit
Sharing
& SH

Total
Employer

401(k)

Dr. A

$ 255K

56

$185,000

Dr. B

255K

56

185,000

15,300

200,300

NHC1

15K

27

300

1,500

1,800

-

1,800

NHC2

30K

43

600

3,000

3,600

-

3,600

NHC3

30K

59

600

3,000

3,600

-

3,600

NHC4

30K

59

600

3,000

3,600

-

3,600

NHC5

30K

40

600

3,000

3,600

-

3,600

NHC6

25K

40

500

2,500

3,000

-

3,000

Tot

$ 670K

15,300 $200,300 $ 23,000

Total

23,000

$373,200 $ 46,600 $419,800 $ 46,000

$ 223,300
223,300

$ 465,800
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Partnership of P.C.s - 401(k) plan
with CB plan – 6% PS for P.C.s
• DC plan: 3% non-elective safe harbor 401(k)
PLUS profit sharing as follows:
– Owners – 3% of compensation
– NHCEs – 7% of compensation

• DB plan: Cash balance plan with contribution
credits as follows:
– Owners - $185,000
– NHCEs - 2% of compensation

• Cost for employees
$19,200
• P.C.s not limited to 31% of compensation
– P.C.s’ deduction for contribution to DC only 6%
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Change in Entity
• From Unincorporated to Incorporated
– Corporation must formally adopt plan prior to end of
corporate fiscal year
– There must be a reasonable allocation of deduction
between entities
• Could be based prorata on wages covered in entities
• Could be based prorata on months sponsored by each entity

– Make sure plan language is consistent with
administration, e.g., prior service grants.
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